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INTRODUCTION & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  

Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures (FCVC2018), is the inaugural three-day interdisciplinary conference of 
the FCVC Network co-convened by Dr Sarah Gilligan (Hartlepool College, UK), together with Dr Katarina Nina 
Simončič and Petra Krpan (University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Croatia). 

Hosted by the Faculty of Textile Technology at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology (17-19th 
July 2018), the conference will bring established, early career and emerging academics and practitioners 
together from all over the world, in order to explore key issues, theoretical debates, new methodologies and 
case studies exploring fashion and costume design and their distinct, yet simultaneously symbiotic 
relationship within contemporary and historical visual cultures. 

We are very pleased to be working in collaboration with UK independent publisher Intellect Books on the 
conference, and the wider activities of the Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures Network.  Delegates will be 
encouraged to develop their papers for consideration to be published within one of Intellect’s extensive 
range of journals and to consider developing further individual and collaborative publications and projects.  

We hope for FCVC2018 to mark the start of many future events, collaborations, projects and friendships.  
Collegiality, collaboration and conviviality underpin the ethos of the Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures 
Network and we strive to support scholars and practitioners wherever in the world, and at whatever stage of 
their careers they may be. Through discussing ideas, work in progress and also by exploring and tackling the 
challenges we each face, not only will the rigour and originality of the field grow from strength to strength, 
but our academic community will thrive. We wish to thank all those who have so warmly encouraged and 
supported of our vision for the conference and the FCVC Network. 

This conference and the official launch of the Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures Network would not have 
been made possible without the financial support provided by the British Academy Rising Star Engagement 
Award and we are incredibly honoured to have received such a prestigious award for the project. Thanks are 
due to our colleagues at our respective institutions (Hartlepool College and University of Zagreb) for their 
support and assistance. The conference organising committee are also grateful for the generous sponsorship 
provided by the Zagreb Tourist Board, Sheraton Hotel Zagreb, Nuuna, Croatian Football Federation, Školska 
knjiga d.d., Ledo d.d.and Jamnica d.d.  

We would also like to sincerely thank our FCVC designers Ivan Klanac and Roko Jurjević for all their hard 
work. We are very grateful to all those in our personal and professional lives who have supported, 
encouraged, made us smile and kept us going whilst we juggled ‘all the things’, in order to turn FCVC2018 
from a post-conference conversation into a reality.  

We are looking forward to the exciting and interesting range of papers at FCVC2018 and to spending time 
with our delegates in Zagreb this summer.  
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CONFERENCE ORGANISING COMMITTEE 

Dr Sarah Gilligan 

Sarah is the Programme Leader for the FdA Design for the Creative Industries course at Hartlepool College 
(UK), where she also teaches Art, Design and Contextual Studies on the HE and FE level programmes in the 
School of Art, Design and Computing. Sarah was recently awarded a British Academy Rising Star Engagement 
Award for the Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures Network project, which will bring established, early 
career and emerging scholars and practitioners together at UK and international events and through a digital 
network. She holds a PhD from Royal Holloway, University of London, and her academic research interests 
and publications centre on the construction, transformation and performance of gendered identities in 
contemporary visual culture. She is particularly interested in costume, fashion and the body on and beyond 
the screen in film, TV drama, advertising and photography. She has published articles in Fashion Theory, 
JAPCC, and Film, Fashion and Consumption Journals, together with chapters in a number of edited book 
collections. She is currently completing her forthcoming monograph: Costume on Film: Gendering Identities 
in Popular Cinema (Bloomsbury, 2019). Sarah is also the Reviews Editor for Film, Fashion and Consumption 
journal and a member of the Steering Group for Critical Costume. 

Dr Katarina Nina Simončič 

Katarina Nina Simončič is an Assistant Professor of Fashion History at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of 
Textile Technology, Croatia. Her teaching areas are fashion and design history. In the Department of Art 
History at Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb she attained a PhD with thesis: 
Fashion culture in Zagreb at the turn of 19th to the 20th. Her research strengths are in the relationships 
between genres including portrait painting, printmaking, photography and the fashion artifacts of the 16th to 
20th centuries. She is the author of several publications related to the cultural history of fashion and the 
connection between fashion and tradition.  

Petra Krpan  

Petra Krpan is an assistant at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Department for Fashion 
Design and Clothing Design, where she teaches Fashion and New Media, Performance and Fashion, 
Contemporary Fashion, Sociology of Fashion, Fashion Theory I and II. She completed her education at the 
Faculty of Textile Technology, University of Zagreb, BA Fashion Design and MA Fashion Theory, and at the 
University of London, London College of Fashion with an emphasis on Fashion Journalism and Fashion Media 
Business. She is about to complete her PhD programme (PhD thesis Contemporary Fashion as an Event: The 
New Media and Body Transformations) at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb in fashion 
theory and her academic research interests centre upon fashion and visual culture, the influence of media in 
fashion as well as fashion performance and film.  
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FCVC2018 SCIENTIFIC CROATIAN COMMITTEE: 

Dean prof. dr. sc. SANDRA BISCHOF  

Dr SARAH GILLIGAN 

Izv. prof. dr. sc. ŽARKO PAIĆ  

Doc. dr sc. IRFAN HOŠIĆ  

Doc. dr. sc. KATARINA NINA SIMONČIČ  

Petra Krpan  
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

   

Prof. Stella Bruzzi (FBA) 

University College London, UK. 

Undressing Cinema: 21 years on.  

Undressing Cinema: Clothing and Identity in the Movies came out in 1997; much has been written since on 
costume and there are certainly things I would have done differently if I were writing the book now. In 1995—6, 
when I was researching and writing it, there was not very much to guide my analysis of clothing and identity 
in film beyond Gaines and Herzog’s landmark collection of essays Fabrications or Charles Eckert’s seminal 
essay, ‘The Carole Lombard in Macy’s Window’, reproduced in it. This keynote will chart the journey I took 
while working on the book and revisit some of the questions I asked myself and sought to answer about 
costume’s importance to narrative, its relationship to fashion and shifting issues of identity and gender as 
enacted via the clothes characters wore.  

Biography: Stella Bruzzi is Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities and Professor of Film at University 
College London. Undressing Cinema was her first book, since which she has published on fashion, 
documentary, masculinity and many other areas of film, media and cultural studies. She was made a Fellow of 
the British Academy in 2013 and is currently completing the monograph, Approximation: Documentary, 
History and the Staging of Reality, which started life as the culmination of a Leverhulme Major Research 
Fellowship. 

Email: s.bruzzi@ucl.ac.uk 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

  

Pamela Church Gibson 

London College of Fashion, University of the Arts, UK. 
  
Masculinities: Fashion and Costume on and Beyond the Screen. 

Screen masculinity today dons a bewildering array of costumes, from the bodysuits, boots and capes donned 
by  the superheroes, to the t-shirts, vests and denim worn by the Fast and Furious in the extraordinarily 
successful franchise of that name. Menswear collections are similarly diverse; above, around and below the 
vari-shaped trousers - skinny, baggy or cropped- there are endless choices to be made. And the different 
variations of    'streetwear' recently seen on the catwalks were matched by the endless experiments with 'the 
suit' and a bewildering array of  fabrics, some redolent of the dressing-up box. Meanwhile, on the streets of 
the average Western city, there is arguably a uniformity to men's dress; even supposed experimentation, in 
the form of 'body art', follows predictable patterns. This paper examines the current seeming conflicts within 
masculinity though its on-screen portrayal, its aspirational fashions and its wildly divergent 'heroes '.   

Biography 

Pamela Church Gibson is Reader in Historical and Cultural Studies at the London College of Fashion. She has 
published extensively on film and fashion, gender, history and heritage. She is the author of Fashion and 
Celebrity Culture (2013) and has published essays in various journals, including Fashion Theory, and The 
Journal of British Film and Television Studies, while also contributing articles to various anthologies on 
fashion and on cinema. She has co-edited several books, including Dirty Looks (1993), Fashion Cultures: 
Theories, Explorations, Analysis (2000), More Dirty Looks (2004) and Fashion Cultures Revisited (2012). She is 
the founder and Principal Editor of the Intellect journal Film, Fashion and Consumption. In 2012, she co-
founded the European Popular Culture Association and was its first President. She is on the editorial board of 
several international journals and various book series; she is also the founding Editor, for Edinburgh 
University Press, of a new book series Films, Fashion and Design. 

Email: p.church-gibson@fashion.arts.ac.uk 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

  

Prof. Vicki Karaminas 

Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand.  

‘Daddy’s Lil Monster’: Suicide Squad, Dress and the Pornification and Queering of Harley Quinn.  
  
Harley Quinn as she is represented in the film Suicide Squad (Ayers, 2016) marks a dramatic and provocative 
departure from the manner in which she was originally cast in the DC comics Batman: The Animated Series 
(1992) and Mad Love (1994). Depicted as an anti-hero in a dysfunctional relationship with the Joker, she is now 
transformed into a deviant and defiant super-villain in the film. Gone is her harlequin costume to be replaced 
with fishnets, velvet blue and red hot pants with red brassiere and high top Adidas sneakers with 
heels. Although Quinn has been represented as heterosexual and stereotypically feminine there has always 
been a queer subtext operating in the comics series as well as the film. This paper will address the 
pornification and queering of Harley Quinn, through dress codes and appearance. It will argue that visual 
signifiers of femininity challenge notions of gender and sexuality and fold  heterosexuality back upon its 
historical imperatives and conventions. 

Biography: Vicki Karaminas is Professor of Fashion and Director of Doctoral Studies for The School of 
Design at the College of Creative Arts, Massey University, Wellington New Zealand. With Adam Geczy she has 
co-edited The End of Fashion (2018) Fashion and Art (2012), co-written Queer Style (2013) Fashion’s Double: 
Representations of Fashion in Painting, Photography and Film (2015) Critical Fashion Practice from Westwood 
to Van Beirendonck (2017) Fashion and Masculinities in Popular Culture (2017) and Fashion Installation. Body, 
Space and Performance  (Bloomsbury, forthcoming, 2018). Other book projects include;  Shanghai Street 
Style  (2013)  Sydney Street Style  (2014)  Fashion in Popular Culture (2010)  Men’s Fashion Reader  (2009) 
and  Fashion in Fiction. Text and Clothing in Literature, Film and Television  (2009). She is founding editor 
of The Australasian Journal of Popular Culture and the founding editor (with Adam Geczy) of the  Journal of 
Asia-Pacific Pop Culture  (Penn State University Press). She is an associate editor of Critical Studies in Men’s 
Fashion  and a member of advisory and editorial boards of a number of international journals 
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including;  Fashion Theory. The Journal of Dress and the Body,  Film, Fashion and Consumption  and 
the  International Journal of Fashion Studies. She is on the advisory and editorial board of the Bloomsbury 
book series, Dress, Body, Culture. 

Email: V.Karaminas@massey.ac.nz 
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Jennifer Anyan, Tychonas Michailidis & Yvon Bonefant  

Solent University & Winchester School of Art, Southampton UK. 

Fashioning the voice: panel discussion and demonstration.  

The voice emerges from our vibrating vocal folds, and then our exquisitely responsive and malleable vocal 
tract sculpts the sounds that emerge. This process is dependent on a wide range of variables – biological, 
emotional, cultural and contextual – and as such, it is ever-in-flux, under a strange combination of conscious 
control, unconscious learned habits, and physical limitations and potentials: we fashion our sound.  

Findlay (2016) contends that clothing intertwines with imagination, self-perception and embodied experience, 
to co- fabricate a sense of being-in-the-world. Our garments that ‘make’ voice, that shape voice, that project 
voice, and that literally vibrate with voice, echo the agency we use to choose, shape and move in clothing – 
grounding it in a dialogue between the ‘biological’ (or more fixed) aspects of embodiment and the tactile, 
visual and choreographic qualities of clothing. Using ‘voiced’ clothing we stage identity and mark a marginal 
space that can be played with (Kaiser 2001). Our research examines body/identity/performance relationships 
through a prototype garment: a trench coat with monitoring sensors used to harness and tease out the 
synergy between material clothing and internal body, potentially dissolving the boundaries of sensations in 
fashioning body and voice. Sensors gather data from the body’s interaction with the coat; gestures, 
movement, EMG, and touch. We then apply different mapping techniques including artificial intelligence and 
machine learning to create a unique voice for the user that resonates between fashion, performance and 
voicing. The project engages with debates in fashion and technology to consider future of luxury, fashion and 
costume that furthers its power to create imaginary worlds and extend the self.  

Biography: Jennifer Anyan is a practicing artist, creative director and fashion studies scholar. Jennifer’s 
research engages in a critical and playful exploration of the fashioned body using a range of interdisciplinary 
methods. She is Head of Postgraduate Provision in the School of Art, Design & Fashion at Solent University.  

Yvon Bonenfant likes voices that do what voices don’t usually do, and bodies that don’t do what bodies 
usually do. He makes art starting from these sounds and movements. These become all kinds of things: 
performances, interactive sculptures, an iPad app, or even textiles. The touch of the queering and queered 
voice obsesses him. From a scholarly perspective, he presents, publishes and shows work widely. In the last 
two years, his work has shown at Light Up Lancaster; the Festival of Light Southampton; British Art Show 8 
Fringe; Chelsea Theatre; and a special voice-responsive installation for children with profound and multiple 
learning disabilities is running at Rosewood Free School, Southampton. His installation The Voice Trunk has 
run at Winchester Science Centre since 2014 and has reached hundreds of thousands of users.  He has held 
a Wellcome Trust Large Arts Award, and his work has been funded by the AHRC, British Academy, Arts 
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Council England, the Wellcome and a wide array of production partners. He is Professor of Artistic Process, 
Voice and Extended Practices at the University of Winchester and Artistic Director of Tract and Touch. 

Email: jennifer.anyan@solent.ac.uk;  tychonas.michailidis@solent.ac.uk; Yvon.Bonenfant@winchester.ac.uk 

Social media: @JenniferAnyan (Twitter & Instagram) 
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Aisha Asif  

Nottingham Trent University 

God save the subculture: how the decline of subcultures has affected product longevity.  

With popular high street stores Topshop, River Island and Zara adding hundreds of new lines weekly, fast 
fashion is operating at an extraordinary rate. These incredible production levels are linked to over 
consumption and the consequent disposal of over 680 million garments in 2017 in the UK alone. These high 
levels of waste have a drastic environmental impact, with the fashion industry being the second most 
polluting in the world.  

This paper explores why clothing is treated as throwaway, focusing in particular on the decline in subcultures 
and the influence of this on consumer relationships with fast fashion. The research draws on analysis of fast 
fashion clothing, with data gathered from retailer websites and FashionMap, an archive of trend focused high 
street garments purchased between 2000 and 2017. It is further supported by qualitative interviews with fast 
fashion consumers.  

In previous eras, the subcultural collective a wearer identified with influenced their clothing choices, making 
them a significant investment. Today, consumers are much more commonly opting for an array of cheaply 
available fast fashion trends, with many styles – rather ironically – taking visual inspiration from the 
subcultures of the past. With so many consumers choosing the style without the substance and commitment 
of ‘authentic’ subcultures, they become over reliant on fast fashion trends and typically discard the clothing 
when the trend wanes. Thus, it can be argued the lack of unifying subcultures with which to engage and 
identify in contemporary fashion culture is having a hugely negative impact on the environment.  

Key words: Subculture, trends, turnaround, fast fashion 

Email: aisha.asif2015@my.ntu.ac.uk  
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Carolin Becke  

School of East Asian Studies, University of Sheffield  

Images of adolescence: an investigation into the costumes and aesthetics of Japanese idol 

performers.  

Within the Japanese media landscape, the term idol, or aidoru ( ), is used to describe ‘highly 
produced and promoted media personalities’(Galbraith & Karlin 2012), male and female, who started their 
career as raw and inexperienced amateurs and turned into idolised characters by mastering the art of self-
presentation on the way to stardom. Throughout the history of idol culture from the 1970s until today, a 
certain visual aesthetic has been established which emphasises cuteness (kawaisa, ) and youthfulness 
(seishun, ), two concepts which came to not just define idol culture but Japanese popular culture as a 
whole. This paper will explore some of the visual aesthetics employed by idol performers to investigate how 
an image of cuteness and youthfulness has been created through the performer’s costumes and clothing. 
This paper will particularly focus on the appropriation of school and military uniforms, pieces of clothing 
which played an important role during the late 19th century when the Japanese nation started its quest 
towards modernisation. These uniforms have been appropriated as the basic model for many of the 
performer’s costumes, influencing the outfits’ overall shapes and silhouettes. This paper will further touch on 
the significance of the establishment of a gendered dynamic between the fan groups and idol performers, as 
well as the need of differentiation and individualisation between the different members of an idol group to 
evaluate how these elements contributed to the choice of clothing and costumes and therefore to the 
creation of a specific visual aesthetic.  

Biography: Carolin is a second year PhD student at the School of East Asian Studies, University of Sheffield. 
Having received funding from the British Association for Japanese Studies (BAJS), she recently finished her 6-
month fieldwork in Japan where she was based at Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto. Her PhD dissertation 
looks at the role of kimono within contemporary Japanese society, with a focus on idol culture and aesthetics. 
Her paper ‘Akihabara to all over the world! – Musical, textual and visual narratives in Dempagumi.inc’s W.W.D’ 
was published in the The Sheffield Sociology Journal for Students in 2017.  

Email: ccbecke1@sheffield.ac.uk  

Social media: @carolin_becke (Twitter) 
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Dr Jess Berry 

Monash University, Australia 

Evil lairs and bachelor Dandies: Modernist architecture, spies, and the suit on screen.  

The architecture of Modernism is evil, or so cinema would have us believe. From the Fallingwater inspired 
abode of Hitchcock’s villain in North by Northwest to the bikini clad nemesis inhabitants of Elrod House in the 
James Bond classic Diamonds are Forever, criminal masterminds like to live surrounded by clean lines, vast 
expanses of glass and Eames armchairs. Yet, despite Hollywood’s misgivings for mid-century architecture’s 
claim to devious world domination, another modernist icon prevails in these films in the form of the suit. The 
hero protagonists of spy movies are svelte and sharply dressed. Sean Connery in Anthony Sinclair’s conduit 
cut and Cary Grant wearing impeccable Savile Row tailoring are indicative of a secret agent style of reliable 
rationalism that continues to be perpetuated in contemporary cinema.  

This paper will argue that Hollywood spy films have established a rivalry between the modern home and the 
modern body that reflects longstanding tensions around gender, sexuality, and fashion. Drawing on Adolf 
Loos’ writings on modernist architecture and its equation with the gentleman’s suit as a foil to the criminality 
of ornament, this paper proposes that contrary to Loos’ position, the ultimate victor of the spy film is in fact 
modernism’s stylish surfaces and forms as objects of desire. This case study services the broader argument 
that fashion, interior design and film are a triumvirate system of symbolic narrative production, that together 
have enabled the translation of luxurious lifestyles and the performance of fashionable identities from silver 
screen to real-life consumer culture.  

Biography: Dr Jess Berry is Senior Lecturer Design History Theory. Her research primarily centres around the 
visual culture of fashion and dress and its intersections with interior design, art, architecture, new media and 
film. Berry’s recent publications include 'Mode of a Modern Muse: Fashion and Interior in Edouard Vuillard's 
Paintings of Misa Natanson' in Designing the French Interior edited by Anca Lasc, Georgina Downey and 
Mark Taylor (Bloomsbury 2015); articles in the Journal of Design History, Craft + Design Enquiry, and Critical 
Studies in Men's Fashion. Her most recent project is the monograph, House of Fashion: Haute Couture and 
the Modern Interior (Bloomsbury 2018) https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/house-of-fashion-9781474283403/.  

Email: Jess.berry@monash.edu  
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Dr Bethan Bide  

Middlesex University, UK 

Housecoats not haute couture: experiencing austerity on screen in the post-war cinematic output 

of Ealing Studios. 

This paper investigates how costumes in the films made by Ealing Studios were designed and made in order 
to communicate material experiences to British audiences between 1945-1951. By closely studying the 
construction, materials and wear evidenced in extant costumes and by contextualizing these through 
sketches, wardrobe and location research, press cuttings, film stills and photographs, it explores how film 
makers changed the way they presented clothes on screen in response to the radically changed 
circumstances that resulted from the Second World War.  

This paper asks how we can learn more about audience responses to films by understanding that materiality 
is something broader than just the physicality of material objects. Instead, this research investigates how the 
design, construction and presentation of clothes on screen elicit a material understanding from audiences. In 
doing so, it highlights the importance of film costumes as a form of communication. It explores 
methodologies for ‘reading’ the materiality of film costumes and suggests that, through their materiality, 
costumes evoke complex and often contradictory sets of emotions within cinema audiences. Enlarged on-
screen, films present audiences with a hyper-real version of clothes – whether familiar through their similarity 
to audiences’ own clothes or alien in their extravagance or historical setting. Close study of how these 
garments are designed and presented on-screen can offer an insight into how audiences understood their 
place within contemporary societies and relation to those in the past. As such, this research provides a 
response to recent calls for more studies into the reactions of cinema-going audiences to the films they 
watch. 

Biography: Dr Bethan Bide is a Lecturer in Fashion Cultures at Middlesex University.  

Email: b.bide@mdx.ac.uk  
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Lauren Boumaroun  

University of California, Los Angeles  

Red states, red robes: The Handmaid’s Tale cosplay as a symbol of resistance.  

The United States is in a moment of cultural and political turmoil. Citizens who have never been politically 
active are protesting for the rights of immigrants, people of colour, and women, often using dress as political 
rhetoric. At Trump’s congressional address in February 2017, women wore all white garb—referencing the 
suffragist movement and visually stating their resistance to Trump and his policies. This year’s Golden Globe 
Awards was a sea of women in black protesting sexual misconduct in Hollywood. Arguably the most visually 
striking of these protests involve cosplays from The Handmaid’s Tale. The first group of Handmaids appeared 
on March 20, 2017, inspired by an activation at SXSW promoting Hulu’s soon-to-be-released adaptation of 
Margaret Atwood’s novel. Eleven women in long, red robes and white bonnets descended on the Texas 
Senate, who was busy debating several abortion-related bills. Since then, Handmaids have appeared at 
protests and legislative hearings all over the country. These costumes, which operate as symbols of 
oppression in the novel and television series, become symbols of resistance in the real world as they come to 
embody the entirety of the text. I integrate a discursive analysis of media coverage of these protests with a 
formal analysis of costume in the novel and series, supporting these findings with interviews with activists and 
costume designer Ane Crabtree. This case study is contextualized within the field of fan studies and is a 
response to Melissa M. Brough and Sangita Shresthova’s call in the 2012 special issue of Transformative 
Works and Cultures for more case studies that increase our understanding of how fandom can inform and 
influence political and civic engagement. Through The Handmaid’s Tale, I examine the politics of cosplay, 
how costume operates within and without the text, and how the mainstreaming of fandom and pervasiveness 
of media have provided a context for politically productive cosplay.  

Biography: Lauren Boumaroun is a costume designer and PhD candidate in Cinema & Media Studies at the 
University of California- Los Angeles. She is currently working on her dissertation, Everyday Cosplay: Engaging 
with Film and Television Through Costume and Clothing. Her article on the Annie for Target kid’s clothing 
collection appeared in Fashion Theory, and the upcoming issue of Framework will include her article on 
costume designers working in animation. Secondary interests include tech and cinematherapy, with 
forthcoming chapters on ecommerce in Denise Mann’s Content Wars and on the spectatorial experience in 
an edited collection about the CW’s Crazy Ex-Girlfriend.  

Email:  laurboum@ucla.edu  

Social media: Twitter: @laurboum / Instagram: @laur_boum  
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Nicola Brajato  

University of Antwerp, Belgium.  

Practices of resistance: the Antwerp fashion scene and the subversion of masculinity.  

The existing literature on the evolution of the Antwerp fashion scene is mainly concerned with the 
development of the Fashion Academy education from tradition to avant-garde, the role of the famous 
“Antwerp Six” in putting the city under the international fashion spotlight, and the making of a specific cultural 
heritage which up to today continues to inspire young fashion designers, but less has been said about its 
contribution to the redefinition of gender identity. As a consequence, the aim of this paper is to show 
Antwerp as a site for ‘creative resistance’ against the middle-class ideal of the relationship between fashion, 
body and masculinity.  

Considering this framework and Antwerp’s conceptual approach to fashion, I will explore how, starting from 
the 1980s, a period in which fashion and art challenged the idea of gender and sexuality, the emerging 
designers’ strong sense of identity contributed to the creation of new gender aesthetics. Specifically, through 
the case study of Walter Van Beirendonck, and the analysis of visual material, my intention is to investigate 
how the Antwerp fashion scene designers were able to question the construction of the masculine social 
body and identity. Consequently, the paper will analyse Van Beirendonck’s creative practices as a sartorial 
form of resistance against the bourgeois understanding of masculinity and sexuality, showing how his 
creations, from his collections to their visual representations, are successful in stretching bodily borders and 
forming non-conventional masculinities.  

Far from offering an exhaustive overview of the field, I believe this paper constitutes an interesting starting 
point for the understanding of a particular way of seeing the relationship between fashion, body and gender 
identity which is typical of the Antwerp Academy and its fashion scene. Furthermore, it aims to stress the 
urgency to analyse the relevance of fashion in tackling issues of masculinity and the clothed body.  

Biography: Nicola Brajato is PhD researcher in Fashion and Gender Studies at University of Antwerp with a 
project on the role of Belgian men’s fashion in the redefinition of masculinities, specifically on the creative 
practices of a cohort of designers able to present non-conventional and queer versions of masculinity. 
Previously, he was research scholar in Fashion Archive at University of Bologna and he has been awarded 
with the ‘Cultura d’Impresa’ Award 2017 for his research project Masculinities on the Dancefloor. The 
Evolution of the Italian Male Identity Through Dance and Fashion at Rimini Paradiso Club, developed under 
the supervision of Prof. Simona Segre Reinach.  

Contact address & phone number: Nationalestraat 120, 2000, Antwerpen, Belgium  +39 3404845679  

Email: Nicola.Brajato@uantwerpen.be  

Social media details: Facebook: Nicola Brajato   Instagram: nicola_brit  
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Dr Helena Britt  

The Glasgow School of Art, UK.  

The Cloth: Fashion, Textiles and Art - Examining Intersecting Visual Practice, 1983-1987  

Based in the United Kingdom, The Cloth was a 1980s ground-breaking collective formed by Royal College of 
Art (RCA) graduates Brian Bolger, Helen Manning, David Band and Fraser Taylor. The ethos of this group 
differed from practice at the time as they operated collectively as opposed to compete against each other for 
work. The Cloth’s painterly approaches and creative outputs intersected creative disciplines. Existing for only 
four years, the collective worked prolifically and their visual practice spanned painting, textiles, fashion, 
accessories, set design, illustration and graphic design. This paper focuses on research in its early stages, 
which utilises a collection of items held by Glasgow School of Art’s Archives and Collections. Items include 
sketchbooks, artworks on paper, slides, photographs, letters, exhibition catalogues, magazines, articles, 
newspaper cuttings, samples, textile lengths and garments, donated by Taylor. This collection represents 
Taylor’s creative work prior to The Cloth, as a student at the Glasgow School of Art (1977-1981), and then at 
the RCA (1981-1983) and includes the largest known group of items related to the activities of The Cloth 
(1983-1987). The paper will use the work of The Cloth to construct a case study which examines how fashion, 
textiles and art can intersect. The collective’s individual and collaborative creative practice will be explored. 
Due to the innovative nature of The Cloth, it is expected that studying this 1980s collective will be of interest 
to contemporary visual culture, design and art history. Findings will contribute to understanding surrounding 
cross-disciplinary practice and collaborative creative activity.  

Biography: Dr Helena Britt is a lecturer at Glasgow School of Art (GSA). Her research encompasses aspects 
of contemporary and historical textile design. Projects include ‘Pioneers of Post-War Pattern’ and ‘The 
Glasgow School of Art Fashion Show, 1947-2017’. Funding from The Textile Society enabled investigation 
surrounding GSA’s ‘Fraser Taylor and The Cloth Collection’. Helena was principal investigator for ‘Interwoven 
Connections: The Stoddard Templeton Design Studio and Design Library, 1843-2005’, funded by the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh and Design History Society. Outputs include exhibitions, lectures, talks, journal and 
conference contributions. Helena is Chair of the Association of Fashion & Textiles Courses (FTC).  

Contact details: Department of Fashion & Textiles, Glasgow School of Art  

167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 6RF, UK  

Email: h.britt@gsa.ac.uk  

Social media: @Brittish_Design  
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Lydia Caston  

Royal College of Art and Victoria and Albert Museum, UK  

Fashioning the ‘Femme Arabe’: European representations of the Algerian woman and dress 

(1855-1910).  

This paper explores the representation of Algerian women and their dress in colonial postcards and fashion 
press from 1855 to 1910 with the aim to expose the imperial power that they ultimately illustrate. It will assess 
how Algerian women have been depicted in the artificial Algeria of the photography studios and the 
appropriation of their dress into wider forms of nineteenth century Orientalist fashion. From 1839 onwards, 
the invention and rapid development of photography coincided with the expansion of the French Empire, and 
the growing presence of French people in Algeria. This corresponded with rising interest in postcards as a 
form of communication. Postcards are objects which can be easily exchanged from the colony to the 
metropole and allow the recipient participation in the colonial fantasy. Under the alibi of ethnographic 
photography, the Orientalist interest in accessing the harem and to unveil the Algerian woman presented 
itself within these studio settings and their costumes. With serouel trousers and turbans, European tourists 
too were permitted the privilege to play the role of the Algerian Other in souvenir photographs. Through a 
discussion of female postcard collectors and readers of French fashion press such as L’Art et la Mode and La 
Mode Illustrée, this paper will address questions of gendering Orientalism in a consumer society. A study of 
these postcards and fashion press in their colonial context deconstructs the ways in which the French 
imperial system prevailed, to expose gender and race dynamics created through the imaginary tropes of the 
Algerian country.  

Biography: Lydia is a recent graduate from the MA History of Design programme at the Royal College of Art 
and the Victoria and Albert Museum and is the current Student Officer of the Design History Society. She is 
the recipient of the DHS’s Research Travel and Conference Award 2018. During her Bachelors in Liberal Arts 
at King’s College London she read English and French literature as well as Theology, Philosophy and Politics. 
Her research interests now lie in nineteenth and early twentieth century transnational fashion. Lydia’s MA 
dissertation investigates how dress was used as an imperial instrument and explores the construction of 
gendered and racialised stereotypes of Algerian women through European colonial postcards and French 
fashion press.  

Email: lydia.caston@network.rca.ac.uk  

Social media: @dhs_ambassadors  
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Dr Shaun Cole 

Winchester School of Art (University of Southampton), UK. 

Looking for Cucumber: representations of gay men’s style on television 2014-16.  

The representation of gay men in gay-focussed made for television drama saw two particularly significant 
contributions in the middle years of the second decade of 21st century. HBO’s comedy-drama series Looking, 
which premiered on Sky Atlantic in the UK on 27 January 2014, followed the lives of a group of predominantly 
gay male friends living in San Francisco (arguably in a nod to Armistead Maupin’s Tales of the City novels). 
Over the course of two seasons and a finale ‘movie’ Patrick, Dom and Augustin are followed through the ups 
and downs of their social, work and romantic lives in San Francisco. Premiered on UK Channel 4 almost a 
year later (on 22 January 2015) Cucumber, written by Russel T Davies who had found television notoriety with 
his 1999 drama Queer as Folk, followed the complexity of 21st century gay life in Manchester, England 
through the lens of the break-up of boyfriends Henry and Lance. Both Looking and Cucumber drew on and 
challenged previous old stereotypes, archetypes and new representations of gay men in terms of social 
circles, relationships, intersectionality of identity and, of particular pertinence to this paper, dressed 
appearance. This paper will consider the fashion-dress-style (Tulloch 2010) ‘choices’ the main protagonists 
and supporting characters in both Looking and Cucumber. It will examine continuity of existing gay styles, for 
example through the 1970s clone-like style of Looking’s Dom, age-appropriate dressing through Henry and 
consider notions of butch and camp styling through supporting characters in both series.  

Biography: Dr Shaun Cole is a writer, lecturer and curator, working on fashion, dress, masculinities and 
sexuality, and is currently Associate Professor in Fashion at Winchester School of Art (University of 
Southampton). He is Vice Chair of the Costume Society UK and associate editor of the Fashion Style and 
Popular Culture. Shaun’s publications include ‘Don We Now Our Gay Apparel’: Gay Men’s Dress in the 
Twentieth Century (2000), Dialogue: Relationships in Graphic Design (2005) The Story of Men's Underwear 
(2010) and Fashion Media: Past and Present (2013). His exhibitions notably include ‘Graphic Responses to 
AIDS’ (1996), ‘Dressing the Male’ (1999) and ‘Black British Style’ (2004).  

Email: S.R.Cole@Soton.ac.uk 
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Inés Corujo-Martín  

Georgetown University  

Nineteenth-Century Fashion Dolls and the Transnational Construction of Femininity.  

This presentation will focus on the circulation of fashion dolls (poupées mannequins) in France and their 
dissemination in the Río de la Plata in the mid-nineteenth century. Fashion dolls appeared as adult women 
and were dressed with the latest clothing trends from Paris––the capital of fashion and style at the time. 
These dolls became not only an essential luxury accessory for the porteño elite women, but also served as 
fashion models, promoting Parisian and foreign styles. My presentation will explore how fashion dolls carried 
ideas of newness and modern life in Latin America and were essential in communicating information about 
fashion on a global scale. Furthermore, dolls are crucial to understand the shifting notions of gender, as well 
as the redefinition of femininity within the context of urban modernity. Drawing on different  

Argentinian and French cultural productions from the period (original dolls in special collections in museums; 
fashion journals and doll-themed magazines; and literary texts in which fashion dolls and mannequins play a 
central role) my presentation will show how Parisian fashion dolls allow us to explore nineteenth-century 
conceptions of femininity, urbanism, and culture of modernity from a transnational perspective. 

Biography: Inés Corujo-Martín is a Ph.D. Candidate (ABD) in Literature & Cultural Studies in the Department 
of Spanish and Portuguese at Georgetown University, Washington DC. 

Email: ic290@georgetown.edu  
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Danielle Mariann Dove  

University of Surrey, UK  

Veiled sights, veiled secrets: Neo-Victorian Gothic (re-)visions in del Toro’s Crimson Peak (2015).  

In keeping with the contemporary devotion to ocularcentrism, the neo-Victorian genre often centralises 
processes of looking and seeing. In particular, neo-Victorian television series and films quite literally look back 
at the Victorians; they visualise the traces and ghosts of the past; frequently evince a voyeuristic desire to 
unclothe, expose, and gaze at nineteenth-century bodies; and seek to unveil secrets and display hidden 
meanings for the pleasures of the audience. In Guillermo del Toro’s, Crimson Peak (2015), the very neo-
Victorian longing to bring into view the secrets, mysteries, traces, and bodies of the past is epitomised in the 
film’s selection and manipulation of costumes, which foreground an implicit narrative of concealment and 
revelation. This paper addresses the visual language of dress in del Toro’s neo-Victorian Gothic film and 
argues that the sumptuous costumes produce symbolic nodes that contrast and interact with the central 
plot. Focusing chiefly on veils, both actual and figurative, as well as on screening garments and references to 
veiling and shrouding in Crimson Peak, this paper contends that the tropological veil constitutes a metaphor 
for the intertextual un/veiling of past Gothic texts beneath the folds of the neo-Victorian film.  

Biography: Danielle Mariann Dove is a PhD student at the University of Surrey and Research Assistant on 
the ‘Celebrity, Citizenship and Status’ project at the University of Portsmouth. Her thesis centres on dress, 
fashion, and materiality in the neo-Victorian novel and she is the co-editor of a forthcoming collection on 
Neo-Victorian Materialities (Palgrave Macmillan, 2019).  

Email: d.dove@surrey.ac.uk  

Twitter: @Danielle_M_Dove  
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Prof. Ulrike Nägele and Dr. Astrid Fendt & Prof. Elke Katharina Wittich 

Glyptothek and the AMD – Academy of Fashion & Design, Munich, Germany.   

Decoding antiquity: Divine X Design – a cross cultural fashion and art exhibition project.  

The exhibition project Divine X Design – Dressing antiquity indicates a two years lasting cooperation between 
the Collection of Antiquities & Glyptothek in Munich and the AMD – Academy of Fashion & Design. The work 
was based on a joint project on cross-cultural research between museum and academy.  

The project brings together important cross-cultural aspects such as the meaning of the museum and its 
artefacts and the meaning of antiquity for fashion throughout the last centuries until nowadays. On the one 
hand the Collection of Antiquities & Glyptothek are famous museums of ancient art in Munich. On the other 
hand, to deal with fashion of antiquity is one of the basics within the studies of fashion design.  

Within the project two fashion collections have been developed by the Academy’s students. They have been 
presented in a special exhibition from 5th April to 15th October 2017 in Munich as well as in an additional 
catalogue. Catalogue, photo-shooting and styling of the fashion collections have been initiated and executed 
by the Academy’s students. Meanwhile the museum staff has organized an exhibition on fashion and dress in 
Greek antiquity illustrating this with marble sculptures, terracottas, bronzes and vases.  

The two fashion collections have been produced by a visualized reflection of the roots of European clothing, 
an exigent future vision and established research of a textile concept. The project Divine X Design – Dressing 
antiquity reflects the cross-linking of schools and cultural values, and shows a didactical process to enlarge 
the connotation of fashion. Furthermore, it compiles the possibility of local creative connection within the 
cultural and historical content, and encourages inheriting and developing culture identity for the next 
generation. 

Email:  ulrike.naegele@amdnet.de, fendt@antike-am-koenigsplatz.mwn.de, elke.wittich@amdnet.de 

www.antike-am-koenigsplatz.mwn.de 
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Roberto Filippello 

Edinburgh College of Art, The University of Edinburgh 

On queer neutrality: disaffection in Paradise Lost. 

This paper investigates the aesthetic-affective register of 'disaffection', which recurs as a leitmotif in 
independent film and fashion photography at the turn of the 21st century.  Through a visual analysis of 
Paradise Lost — a fashion editorial spread shot by Steven Klein for Dutch magazine in 2002 and inspired by a 
documentary film from 1996 — I deploy the concept of disaffection in terms of queer neutrality, and think of its 
relation with queerness as a way to attend to the performative potential of affect in the reconfiguration of 
styles of masculinity that collide with norms of aesthetic and emotional intelligibility. In order to do so, I 
explore how disaffection is both staged and embodied through clothing, postures, and facial expressions 
within the fashion spread: these elements in Paradise Lost point to queer affective worlds which bear no 
relation to the covetable representations that are normative in mainstream fashion magazines. In my analysis 
I approach independent fashion photography as a terrain of investigation of 'queer affects' and I suggest how 
these might open up new avenues of aesthetic and ethical inquiry. 

Biography: Roberto Filippello is a doctoral researcher at Edinburgh College of Art, The University of 
Edinburgh. His PhD project investigates queer affective economies in fashion photography, with a focus on 
the representation of "queer existential feelings" at the turn of the 21st century. His academic work intersects 
queer, affect, and aesthetic theory to explore issues of queer representation, fantasy, and attachment. 

Email: robertofilippello@gmail.com 
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Pamela Flanagan 

The Glasgow School of Art, UK  

Mise-en-scene: performative spaces for fashion.  

The Fashion Show is an ephemeral and mesmeric performance that transforms and transcends space and 
time using narratives to enact a fashion brand’s attitude into a collective spectacle. Spaces are transformed 
via scenography, choreography and atmosphere. From Chanel’s extravagant shows in the grandiose Grand 
Palais in Paris, Gucci’s surreal surgical themed runway to the corridors of Paul Bert Serpette Antiques Market 
for Vetements, fashion brands curate memorable experiences through the frame of the interior.  

This presentation seeks to celebrate the relationship between fashion and interior design. The performative 
nature of the runway show is the vanguard of the fashion world’s gaze and a speculation of an imagined 
future. As 20th century retail formats become extricated from the traditional retail landscape, our shopping 
behaviours and expectations are shifting in a dynamic and evolving consumer society. How can retail design 
preserve the physical interior yet mediate the virtual and real shopping experience in a post-digital world?  

Citing examples such as Dover Street Market, Gentle Monster, Maison Margiela, Acne and other emerging 
fashion retail interiors, I will examine how the synthesis of narratives and performative spaces are translated 
into experiential mise-en-scenes framed within retail to initiate new experiences of shopping.  

Biography: Pamela has 17 years of industry experience specialising in Fashion Retail Interiors and experiential 
Brand Environments. Working on varied and diverse projects from global brands to bespoke interiors 
Pamela’s work has encompassed commercial retail, exhibition, residential and hospitality environments. From 
2000-2005, Pamela was a designer at Imagination on events and exhibition design for Ford Motor Group and 
Nike. In 2005 she joined Brinkworth employed as an Associate Director. Responsibilities included concept 
development, furniture prototypes, detail construction and documentation of brand guidelines for global 
retail rollouts. Clients included Allsaints, Alexander McQueen, Biba, Heineken, House of Fraser, Mary Portas, 
Moroglio Fashion Group, Selfridges, Supremebeing and Whistles to name a few.  

Contact address: The Glasgow School of Art, 167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow, G3 6RQ  

Contact email address: p.flanagan@gsa.ac.uk  

Social media: Instagram: pingpongpam  
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Myriam Fouillet  

Université Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle, France.  

Rosine Delamare: costume design in post-war French cinema.  

Film costume is essential as it fully takes part in cinematographic aesthetic, yet it remains quite unstudied in 

French academic research. After the Second World War, French cinema entered a new golden age with films 

shot in the studio by famous directors such as Max Ophuls, Jean Cocteau, Henri-Georges Clouzot, Claude 

Autant-Lara and Jacques Becker. Those films were popular domestically and abroad. The post-war period 

marks a climax in costume design. Therefore a question arises: « How were film costumes made in the French 

cinema between 1945 and 1959 ? » By way of production history, I aim at relating the numerous steps of 

costume creation, from inspiration to dressing, including accessories, hairstyles and skin ornaments. By being 

aware of both history of fashion and clothing and cinematographic issues, one can analyse manuscript and 

printed archives (such as professional directories, contracts, correspondences, notes, daily call sheets, 

estimates or production accounts), as well as the graphic styles and personal methods of the designers, the 

working conditions of technicians revealed by production stills, and the sewing techniques identifiable on 

preserved pieces. By answering practical questions about temporality, process or even cost, to reconstruct 

the technical history of costume allows us to have a better understanding of its aesthetic development. It is 

interesting to look into the relationships of various costume professionals with each other, with the other 

members of the crew and with the cast, in order to distinguish the cogs of the collaborative art that cinema 

is.  

Biography: I have a bachelor’s degree in history of art with a speciality in history of fashion and costume 
from the Ecole du Louvre and a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in cinema studies from Paris 
Diderot University. Since 2015, I have been conducting research under the supervision of François Thomas at 
Sorbonne Nouvelle University to prepare a doctoral thesis about costume design in post-war French cinema, 
supported by the Cinémathèque française. As part of my PhD, I teach undergraduate cinema classes at Paris 
III University and Lille University. I co-organize a conference about costume design in March 2019 in Paris.  

Email: myriam.fouillet@etud.sorbonne-nouvelle.fr  
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Monica Fusich Henry  

Madden Library, California State University, Fresno, USA.  

The United States Department of State Fulbright programme: opportunities for academics, 

fashion designers, and students to return to Croatia and other countries. 

The Fulbright is a one in a life time experience! As academics, fashion designers and students, we might not 
think to apply for a Fulbright Scholarship. However, there are many grants that are appropriate for those 
teaching in the fashion and costume field, fashion and visual design practitioners and those in related 
disciplines. Currently, the following programs are available for residents of the United States: The Core U.S 
Fulbright Scholar Program, Fulbright Specialist Program, Fulbright International Education Administration, and 
the Fulbright Student Program. Of special interest to those living in countries outside of the U.S. are the 
Fulbright for Foreign Students and the Fulbright Visiting Scholar Program which is available in 50 countries 
via binational commissions and 90 countries by the public affairs section of the U.S. Embassy. This session 
will highlight the history of the Fulbright, and will discuss the best practices of choosing the most appropriate 
award, proposal guidelines, the application process as well as how to get the crucial letter of 
recommendation. In addition, recipients of a Fulbright are expected to be involved in the culture of the host 
country and present a culminating project or report to the Fulbright Board. The presenter, who received a 
U.S. Scholar Fulbright to the University of Zagreb, Croatia in 2013-14, will demonstrate one of her culminating 
projects, a print scrapbook documenting her thoughts and reactions to the city and culture of the adopted 
city of Zagreb, that was converted to a virtual exhibit using Omeka, the open-source web publishing platform 
that displays virtial exhibits. My Fulbright Scholar experience was life-changing and I hope to share my 
involvement with the culture and people of Croatia so that you too will want to apply for a Fulbright!  

Biography: Monica Fusich’s passions have been information and digital literary as well as costume and 
fashion history. She has digitized a collection of donated costume plates as well as costumes in the Theatre 
Arts collection using Content DM a visual cataloging tool. She has also creatied online tools such as the 
Assignment Research Calculator (in English and Spanish), teaching students how to do research on their time 
as well as currently working on a makerspace project with an interior design professor. She is y on the board 
of the Costume Society of America-Western Division.  

Email: monicaf@csufresno.edu  
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Monica Geraffo  

Fashion Institute of Technology, USA.  

Heroes for hire: teen superheroes and the market of identity construction.  

In transitional teenage years, attaching to a stable identity creates a sense of belonging and approval. 
Television programming’s regular schedule integrates into everyday life, providing constant source material 
for imitation. The commodification of costumes are part of the consumption process; fans create blogs 
dedicated to identifying garments that recreate character’s looks. The most prevalent sub-genre of young 
adult television in the United States is the superhero genre, with nineteen live action programs either 
currently on the air or set to premiere by the end of the year across eight different channels and digital 
viewing platforms. The success of the young adult superhero as a marketing platform for fashion trends can 
be attributed to the historic use of clothing by both the superhero and teen genres as integral to their 
construction of identity.  

These superhero programmes are the intersection of costume designers who use the mass media platform 
to stimulate fashion trends, and an audience that adopts their costuming choices in order to create a 
fandom. Streetwear is reassigned meaning and superhero iconography becomes a brand loyalty. The 
costume design rules of the genre target one archetype per gender: “The Leading Lady” and “The Sidekick.” 
All other costume designs exist to divert attention back to the clothes for sale, either in the form of non-
fashion or villains who purposefully subvert the rules of dress.  

The catalyst for the teen superhero movement, CW's Arrow (2012) launched three subsequent spinoff series, 
The Flash (2014), DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (2015), and Supergirl (2016). Nicknamed the “Arrowverse,” the 
four programs air Monday through Thursday each week, attracting 2-4 million viewers per episode. This case 
study of the “Arrowverse" are presented to exemplify the rigidity of the costume rules of the genre, which 
result in a strong sense of constructed identity within the fandom.  

Biography: Monica Gerraffo is a current graduate student of FIT's Fashion and Textile Studies: History, 
Theory and Museum Practice programme, and an alumna of the University of Michigan with a BA in Screen 
Arts and Cultures. Monica is a professional costume designer in the film industry interested in the ways 
clothing is used as a tool to articulate individual identities within larger cultural systems. Her theoretical 
research uses dress to examine popular culture throughout American History. She is especially interested in 
youth culture and comic book superheroes.  

Contact Phone: (269) 245-1852  

Email: monica_geraffo@fitnyc.edu or monicacmarvelous@gmail.com  

Social media: Instagram.com/monicamarvelous  
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Vanessa Gerrie 

College of Creative Arts (CoCA), Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand.  

The Diet Prada Effect: “Call out” Culture in the Contemporary Fashion-scape.  

Fashion in the twenty first century, as a product and as a culture, is predominantly viewed and experienced 
through the mediated image. This is due to the evolution of media technologies such as Instagram and 
blogs, which have democratized fashion, progressing its reach and influence on culture on a global scale. The 
once passive audience and consumer are now in the position of shaping fashion culture due to the 
accessibility of information. In this paper, I use the case studies of recent Instagram phenomenon Diet Prada 
and the success of Julie Zerbo’s fashion blog The Fashion Law to argue that the development of these media 
technologies and the democratization that they have instigated has created a platform of critical discussion 
and a ‘call out’ culture in fashion. This in turn has elevated issues such as diversity, appropriation, and 
sustainability within the industry confirming the inextricable nature of the relationship between fashion and 
politics, which will serve as the structural framework for my argument.  

The traction of sites such as Julie Zerbo’s The Fashion Law and Diet Prada in the past year is connected to 
the wider movements of transparency, questions of authenticity, and irony that have bubbled to the surface 
in the contemporary fashion industry. The spread of these fashion ‘call outs’ are memetic by nature 
spreading from person to person through globalized media technology. I will go on to argue that the 
popularity of these critical platforms is born out of a collapse of authenticity within the fashion industry due 
to its current postmodern order and borderless or even homogenized media-scape, which has in turn created 
a new type of critical discourse. Whether this will have a lasting effect on the culture of the industry or 
become another spectacle is a predicament I will attempt to extrapolate during the course of this paper. 

Biography: Vanessa Gerrie is a PhD candidate in Fashion Studies at Massey University’s College of Creative 
Arts School of Design under the primary supervision of Vicki Karaminas. Her thesis focuses on 
interdisciplinary fashion and the expanding borders of contemporary fashion practice. Her academic 
background is in art history and theory and visual culture with an emphasis on photography, fashion, cinema, 
and performance art. She holds a BA Hons with Distinction in Art History and Theory from the University of 
Otago (2014) and a Graduate Diploma in Photography from the Dunedin School of Art (2012). 

Email: vanessa.e.gerrie@gmail.com  
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Dr. Irina Gordeeva  

St. Philaret’s Christian Orthodox Institute, Moscow, Russia. 

Imagination and historical cosplay among the Soviet hippies as a quest for politics  

One of the main mechanisms of the Soviet hippie subculture was a retreat, based on their rejection of Soviet 
society and its culture. It was often accompanied by a negation of modernity and appeal to the imagined 
realities, past and history that was reflected in fantasy and historical cosplay and game utopian practices. The 
hippies invented colorful, exotic clothes, wearing costumes from different eras, sometimes in rather bizarre 
combinations. The game utopianism of the hippies was aimed at constructing of the alternative ideological, 
religious and existential realities. Soviet hippie declared repeatedly about their opposition - or even aversion - 
to politics. Their search for identity was of existential, spiritual, religious, ethical, but obviously not ideological 
or political, nature.  

Later, if such interests did not pass with age, the former Soviet hippies got involved in other informal 
practices, including the movement of re-enactment, which had some vivid attributes of utopianism. However, 
there were several cases when the Soviet hippies went beyond the practices of  game utopianism and 
managed to realize their utopian ideas in the real social and political activities.  In my presentation, I will 
suggest two following cases. The first case is connected with the biography and activities of Viacheslav 
Demin, who in late 1970s belonged to the Moscow hippie circles. He was interested in paganism and was 
wearing clothes with the pagan symbols. He was arrested and convicted in 1985 for his activities and spent 
several years in exile. After returning from exile Demin became a committed monarchist and nationalist. At 
the same time, he was known as an artist, closely connected with the cinema.  

According to legend another Soviet hippie from Riga - Mikhail Ustinov - being interested in the history of the 
Civil War and the Russian White movement went on Soviet demonstrations in the form of the White Guard 
since the late 1970s. Later he participated in the Russian military-historical reconstructions and organized one 
of the first historical re-enactment group in the former Soviet Union in Riga. In 1992, he participated in the 
fighting in Transnistria together with Igor Girkin-Strelkov, whom he followed in 2014 taking part in “militias” in 
the Ukrainian city of Slaviansk.  

Biography: Irina Gordeeva (b. 1975) graduated from the Institute for History and Archives of the Russian State 
University for the Humanities (Moscow, Russia) in 1997. She is a lecturer in the Department of History in the 
St. Philaret’s Christian Orthodox Institute (Moscow, Russia). She is the author of a book “Zabytye Ludi: Istoriia 
rossiiskogo kommunitarnogo dvizheniai” (The Forgotten People: A history of the Russian communitarian 
movement) (Moscow: AIRO-XX, 2000, 2nd edition -2017). Her research interests embrace the Tolstoyan 
movement, Russian communitarianism and utopianism, history of conscientious objection, pacifism and 
nonviolence in Russia. Her current project dedicates the history of pacifist movement in Russia from the 
Tolstoyans of the beginning of the XX century to the independent peace activism of the late Soviet period. 
She is also a participant of the project “Notes from the Zone of Kaif: The Life and Work of  
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Azazello - Hippie, Poet, Drug Addict and Artist”: Preserving, Analyzing and Disseminating the Archive of a 
Soviet Non-conformist.  

Email:  gordnepl@gmail.com https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001509909921  
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Laura Gust 

New York University, USA.  

The spectral female: the semiotic function of the nightgown in Gothic visual culture. 

The appearance of the white nightgown in twentieth century Gothic visual culture has become a trope, 
signaling female vulnerability, and loss of control over mental faculties or volition. While the image of a 
distraught female, wandering the dark hallways of a Victorian mansion, wearing a nightgown has become 
familiar to a modern audience, its common depiction in contemporary media is rooted in late-eighteenth and 
nineteenth century European literature and culture. The semiotic function of the nightgown came into 
formation during the nascent period of Gothic literature, and while characteristics of the gothic genre shift 
over time, visual representation of the nightgown has been permanently fixed in the time of the Gothic 
novel’s inception. 
The anachronistic appearance of the nightgown on the covers of 1970s Gothic novels, and 1960s horror films 
betray the garment’s connection to late-eighteenth and nineteenth images and conventions. Artwork, like 
Henry Fuseli’s The Nightmare, (1781) couple themes of psychological terror to white diaphanous gowns; 
Widely disseminated imagery of asylum patients wearing flimsy hospital gowns reflected Victorian anxieties 
over mental illness; Etienne-Gaspard Robertson’s phantasmagoria shows (1795), featuring ghostly apparitions, 
evoked Edmund Burke’s ideas of the sublime (1757); And Victorian book illustrations portrayed disturbed 
Gothic female characters wearing nightgowns. By analyzing the elements which influenced the creation of 
the white nightgown trope in Gothic visual culture, this paper examines the constant theme of female 
vulnerability which has reverberated throughout the evolution of Gothic habitus and tradition, and the 
connection between Gothic literature and the female “other.”  

Biography: Laura Gust is an NYU Costume Studies graduate with a passion for cultural history. Most recently, 
she  submitted  her master's thesis on The Nightgown Trope in Visual Cultural History, and presented on 
the topic at the NYU Costume Studies Thesis Symposium. She has experience as a curatorial assistant at the 
Clermont Historic Site, Germantown, NY, and has worked with the Richard Avedon Foundation archives. In 
Spring of 2018, she co-curated the Eye of the Beholder exhibition at 80WSE Gallery, NY, NY, surveying 100 
years of eye makeup history. As manager of a Tea Shop, Laura has developed an interest in tea culture, as 
well as an uncanny ability to drink great volumes of tea.  

Email:  lauraannegust@gmail.com 
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Dr Kate Harvey  

National University of Ireland, Galway  

Dressing Disney’s Children in the Twenty-First Century  

This paper examines the role of costuming in constructing childness (to borrow Peter Hollindale’s term) in 
post-millennial Disney ‘princess’ films and merchandise. Since Disney acquired Pixar in 2006 and John 
Lasseter was made creative director of both companies, there has been an increased focus on childhood in 
Disney’s output, and this is particularly noticeable in the post-2006 animated ‘princess’ films: The Princess 
and the Frog (2009), Tangled (2010), Brave (2012), Frozen (2013), and Moana (2016). Unlike Disney’s Classic- 
and Renaissance-era princess films, each of these films begins with a sequence following the childhood of 
the protagonist(s) that establishes her personality, motivation, and circumstances, implying that the 
character’s childhood is key to understanding her actions as a young adult. Costume, I argue, is the primary 
means by which these sequences simultaneously establish the childness of the characters and visually 
foreshadow the ‘princesses’ they will become.  

Disney’s increased focus on the childhood of its princesses also comes in the wake of the introduction of the 
‘Disney Princess’ product line in 2000, in which clothing is perhaps the most important component. Each 
‘princess’ is typically reduced to a single monochrome ensemble that can be easily reproduced across 
merchandise, including costumes for children as well as a line of sewing patterns for children and adults 
produced by Simplicity. This paper concludes by comparing these costumes with their animated counterparts 
and exploring their potential role in children’s imaginative play.  

Biography: Kate Harvey is Lecturer in Children’s Studies and Director of the BA Connect with Children’s 
Studies at NUI Galway, where she teaches courses on children’s literature and culture. Her research interests 
include transmedial adaptation for children, Shakespeare in children’s media, theatre for young audiences, 
animation, and costume and clothing in children’s culture. Her most recent publication is a chapter on the 
Harry Potter phenomenon in Twenty-First-Century Popular Fiction (Edinburgh University Press, 2018), and she 
regularly reviews children’s books for Children’s Books Ireland. She is also a trained costume maker, having 
studied theatre costume at the Northern College of Costume.  

Contact details: School of Languages, Literatures & Cultures, NUI Galway, University Road, Galway, Ireland  

Email: kate.harvey@nuigalway.ie  
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Rachel Heeley  

Staffordshire University, UK  

The evolution of the fashion image as seen through digital media.  

Fashion photography has been known as the best way of communicating fashion for many years with 
photographs mainly being viewed within printed publications. However, online has now become the preferred 
way of viewing these publications, as printed media sales are in decline due to consumers wanting instant 
access. With the exponential expansion of the digital platform via social media, the evolution of fashion 
imagery has changed dramatically in the last decade.  

Fashion Film is a relatively new phenomenon that has seen a rapid expansion in the fashion industry since 
the launch of Show Studio in 2000.  

The purpose of this paper was to compare fashion photography (still image) and fashion film (moving image) 
to see which has greater impact on the consumer. This was achieved by creating both a fashion film and a 
photographic editorial, all components being identical, with the only anomaly being that one is a still image 
and one is a moving image.  

Data was gathered by sharing the primary media on social media to collect consumers’ responses to a short 
questionnaire comparing the two. Next, two focus groups were formed to obtain qualitative data. It was 
apparent from both exercises that photography is more preferable than the fashion film. However, it is 
evident from this study that further research could be embarked upon to further understand the role that 
audio plays within the fashion film.  

Biography: Rachel Heeley is a senior lecturer and course leader for BA (Hons) Fashion at Staffordshire 
University. She wrote the course and successfully steered it through validation in April 2017. Her overall vision 
for the course is provision of education via creativity alongside acquisition of employable skills.  

Previous to this, she lectured at Gray’s School of Art, Aberdeen and worked as a designer/maker in fashion 
and textiles as well as events management. Her current practice and research interest is in fashion styling / 
art direction and the importance of interdisciplinary and collaborative working.  

Email: Rachel.heeley@staffs.ac.uk  

Social Media: Twitter: https://twitter.com/RachelHeeley  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rachel.heeley/ Web: www.rachelheeley.com  
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Rachel Heeley (Co-author Thomas Chimiak not attending)  

Staffordshire University  

The perception of interdisciplinary learning, through undergraduate students’ exploration of 

fashion film.  

This study looks at the importance of collaborations being introduced to undergraduate students from an 
early stage in their course and also examines the students’ perception of the process. Staffordshire University 
has a strong portfolio of creative courses, but it became clear from evidence gathered at recruitment fairs 
that it was missing a fashion course. BA (Hons) Fashion was validated in April 2017 with the first cohort 
starting in September 2017. The course structure was written with a difference to place an emphasis on 
employability, which includes students engaging in interdisciplinary collaborations from the first year of study. 
It is the fashion course leader’s belief that interdisciplinary work is important for student confidence, team 
working skills and wider knowledge. However, how do students feel about taking part in collaborations?  

Fashion teamed up with Experimental Film for their first collaboration and were tasked with creating a 
Fashion Film as part of a group. Students were briefed on the project, and for many of them this was their first 
introduction to the genre of Fashion Film. Then participants from both courses were divided randomly into 4 
groups, ensuring an even distribution of representatives from both courses.  The project direction was 
purposely left in the hands of the students with scheduled tutor contact only taking place at various 
important milestones: midway point, post-shoot stage and completion of editing.  

The methodology for this study consisted of anonymous surveys after the above scheduled tutor 
contacts. The outcome of the study will further benefit pedagogy across both courses and feed into future 
collaborations.  

Biography: Rachel Heeley is a senior lecturer and course leader for BA (Hons) Fashion at Staffordshire 
University. She wrote the course and successfully steered it through validation in April 2017. Her overall vision 
for the course is provision of education via creativity alongside acquisition of employable skills.  

Previous to this, she lectured at Gray’s School of Art, Aberdeen and worked as a designer/maker in fashion 
and textiles as well as events management. Her current practice and research interest is in fashion styling / 
art direction and the importance of interdisciplinary and collaborative working.  

Email: Rachel.heeley@staffs.ac.uk  

Social Media: Twitter: https://twitter.com/RachelHeeley  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rachel.heeley/ Web: www.rachelheeley.com  
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Katriina Heljakka 

University of Turku, Finland.  

Toyification of fashion: how playthings influence and inspire looks and labels in the ludic age.  

This presentation investigates the ongoing relationship between fashion and physical playthings such as 
construction toys (Lego) and character toys (i.e. dolls, action figures and plush, or soft toys). In the ludic -or 
playful- age (see for example Sutton-Smith, 1997; Raessens, 2006) fashion has a symbiotic relation to 
contemporary toy cultures: The toy industry is linked with both fashion and entertainment industries, as it is 
dependent on novelty and its product portfolio changes constantly. Current toy design draws conceptual 
inspiration from both couture and more mainstream clothing trends in the creation of fashion dolls, as well as 
its raw materials (mainly textures and fabrics) for other types of toy characters. Again, today’s fashion lines, 
footwear and lifestyle products are influenced by playthings such as Barbie, My Little Pony, Lego and Star 
Wars toys in terms of their themes, visuals, forms and narratives. Consequently, we are witnessing a 
toyification of fashion. Theoretically, toyification communicates the idea of an entity (either physical, digital or 
hybrid) being intentionally reinforced with toyish elements or dimensions; an object, a structure, an 
application, a character or a technology acquiring a toyish appearance, form or function. Many products of 
the proposed ludic age demonstrate toyified tendencies, the realm of fashion being one of them. As a 
researcher of toys, their cultures and play with them, the author explores the strategies in which fashion 
houses and design labels of today, for example Chanel, Jeremy Scott, Moschino and Irregular Choice, have 
appropriated playthings in their collections of the past years.  

Keywords: Fashion design, ludic age, playthings, toyification, toys  

Biography: Toy researcher Katriina Heljakka holds a post-doctoral position at University of Turku (digital 
culture studies) and continues her research on toys and the visual, material, digital and social cultures of toy 
play in the Academy of Finland funded Centre of Excellence in Game Research project. Her current research 
interests include the emerging toyification of contemporary culture and the hybrid and social dimensions of 
transgenerational ludic practices. 

Email: katriina.heljakka@utu.fi 
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Fenella Hitchcock  

Independent Scholar  

Queer Fashion and the Camp Strategies of Charles Jeffrey's Loverboy  

In recent years a new band of transgressive designers, often with menswear backgrounds, have debuted 
upon the catwalk. Borrowing from the aesthetics of drag, nightlife and subculture, practitioners have adopted 
queer tactics such as camp in order to unsettle our expectations of so-called men's fashion and indeed of 
gender itself. These approaches relate to both an explicitly political programmatic and also earlier moments 
of subversion, particularly those from the 1980s which also grew from and within club cultures. Focusing on 
the work of Charles Jeffrey, this paper aims to assess the cultural significance and scope of these new modes 
of design. It situates Loverboy in relation the more reformist strategies of the early 2000s, such as Hedi 
Slimane, and attempts to move towards a taxonomy of queer fashion practice.  

Biography: Fenella Hitchcock is a cultural historian, writer and lecturer whose research interests are located 
at the intersections of sexuality, club culture and performance. Her educational background spans both 
fashion practice and theory and she gained her MA History and Culture of Fashion in 2015. She has worked as 
a volunteer within the Museum of London's fashion and decorative arts archive and on projects for Bodymap, 
Somerset House and Sutton House. She is an Associate Lecturer at London College of Fashion, Kingston 
School of Fine Art and Middlesex University, and her current research is centred on queer fashion and drag 
performance.  

Email: fenella.hitchcock@gmail.com  

Twitter: @f_hitchcock  
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Tajda Hlačar  

University of Zagreb, Croatia.  

Laibach, Anti-fashion and subversion.  

The worldwide renowned Slovenian industrial alternative music group Laibach, which is also a member of the 
multimedia artists’ collective called NSK, has been a subject of many professional discussions. As a result, 
there have already been many theories concerning its variety of fields; from Laibach’s beginnings to 
philosophy, art and so on. Laibach has to be understood as a totality, and its members’ clothes are a part of 
Laibach’s performative act, a part of their spectacle. This article’s main goal is to link Laibach’s concepts with 
a fashion theory. Consciousness, anonymity, collectivity, which are key-words for anti-fashion, are in the 
centre of Laibach as a uniform collective. They reflect in members’ clothes as one of the main parts of their 
performative acts (concerts, theatre performances, exhibitions, visual materials and so on). Their clothes 
representing a military uniform express a mythical, totalitarian aura, which has been monitored throughout 
their entire activeness and is inseparably linked with the performers’ distant and limited attitude. Since their 
beginning in 1980, they have been known for their retrograde working method – working with signs, images, 
symbols, totalitarian art, avant-garde, especially with Kazimir Malevič’s masterpiece the Black Cross.  

After almost forty years, the Laibach phenomenon has still been using signs and symbols, which also function 
in the nowadays visual society. All the signs, symbols and images in their core contain subversion. Not only is 
the concept of subversion one of Laibach’s main concepts, but is also the concept of ‘over-identification’ with 
an ideology or better, with the State/System. Laibach’s direct imitation of the ideological language and its 
performing clothes were the inspiration for us to semiologically decode different meanings that are behind 
members’ uniforms. Within this discussion, the crucial question is; how it is possible for the artists that seem 
so ‘totalitarian’ at first sight to be actually perceived as a collective campaigning democratic values.  

Keywords: Over-identification, Anti-fashion, Subversion, Uniform, Collectivity 

Biography: Tajda Hlačar holds a Bachelor of Sociology and Philosophy, from the Faculty of Arts, University of 
Ljubljana and is currently a student of Theory and Culture of Fashion, in the Faculty of Textile Technology, 
University of Zagreb.  

Email: tajda.hlacar@gmail.com  
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Mirela Holy, Ph.D.  

VERN' University of Applied Sciences  

Documentary films as instruments of the promotion of sustainable fashion  

Sustainable fashion is an approach to fashion that is socially and environmentally responsible, ethical 
regarding nature, the environment, people but also conscious regarding the profession. The results of the 
research of the Croatian designers’ attitudes regarding concept of sustainable fashion have shown that most 
of the respondents are acquainted with this concept through documentaries (Holy and Borčić, 2018). That is 
not surprising because there are many attractive documentaries on the topic of fast fashion unsustainability 
and promotion of sustainable concepts in the fashion industry. This work explores how documentaries frame 
the concept of sustainable fashion and of fast / cheap fashion, which emotional appeals appear in films, how 
narrative is done and how fashion in general is presented. The content analysis will be conducted on 
following documentary films: True Cost, The Next Black, Slow Down Fast Fashion, Unravel, River Blue and 
Ethical Fashion Documentary. The aim of the paper is to explore whether documentaries that promote 
ethical concepts in fashion industry use manipulative, propagandistic persuasion techniques.  

Keywords: sustainable fashion, fast fashion, documentaries, propaganda techniques  

Biography: Dr. Mirela Holy is Professor of ethnology and comparative literature. After her political career as 
Minister of Environment and MP, she works at VERN University in Zagreb as Head of the Graduate Study 
Business Communication Management. She has published five books and many articles about environment, 
human rights and communication. She is a graduate of the School of Applied Arts in Zagreb, where she has 
developed her vocation as a fashion designer. In 2012, she received Miko Tripalo award for outstanding 
contribution to the democratization of society and promotion of human rights.  

Contact address & phone number: Iblerov trg 10, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia / +385 98 346 806  

Email: mirela.holy@vern.hr  

Social media details: @mirela_holy (Twitter account)  
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Dr. Irfan Hošić 

University of Bihać, Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

Charles Frederick Worth and emergence of fashionable body  

Although the body has been one of the main subjects in Western art ever since Renaissance, it is interesting 
that Worth’s use of alive models and mannequins in the 19th century, hasn’t been recognised in scholarly 
discussions within contemporary body and image studies. Worth’s act can be perceived as one of the key 
social turns in modernism, and a metaphor for understanding the nature of human body in the context of 
sexuality, political changes, socio-biology, bioethics, and other segments of social life. With his ingenuity, 
Worth established the role of importance of fashion designer. A single piece of clothing he elevated up to the 
superior and independent entity. Worth is meritorious for this crucial turn: the right of privileged individuals to 
be protagonists of the affirmation of fashion, he spanned onto designer and alive mannequins (Watson, 
2015:13). This switch should be perceived as a moment when performativity of fashion – by using alive body 
as its crucial medium – attains central position in culture in general. Worth’s innovation articulated new ways 
of fashion-performativity, which led to the creation of relation stage-spectator. By including a playing body in 
the act of fashion, hypertrophy of fashion content occurred, and new ways of fashion performativity has been 
born and exists nowadays. The body served as the medium and accelerant of fashion. It overtook binder 
function of fashion and spectators, leading to penetrate deeply into social tissues. Sexualisation of body and 
its transformation from a biological-reproductive toward a sexual object, contributed to the strengthening of 
fashion experience in different contexts and various situations. 

Biography: Dr. Irfan Hošić is an Assistant Professor at the University of Bihać, Bosnia and Herzegovina. He 
completed his PhD thesis at the Department of Art History at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
University of Zagreb. His scope of research is modern and contemporary arts, fashion and architecture. He 
was a co-curator of the Pavilion of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the 55th Venice Biennale  (2013). Hošić is an 
assistant professor at the Textile Department at the University of Bihać, where he teaches Art History and 
Modern Art and Design. He also works as an art critic and a freelance curator. 

Email: irfan.hosic@unbi.ba  
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Dr Kevin J Hunt 

School of Art and Design, Nottingham Trent University 

‘Feeling’ film and making fashion: how a character from a movie can inspire a fashion collection. 

This presentation explores the concept of designing a fashion collection inspired by a character in a film. It is 
conventional to speak in terms of ‘seeing’ a film, but the filmic experience engages a wider range of sensory 
responses beyond simply looking at a screen and hearing sounds. Phenomenological film theory, developed 
by scholars including Vivian Sobchack (1992, 2004), Laura Marks (2000) and Jennifer Barker (2009), has 
opened up awareness of how we ‘comprehend and feel films with our entire bodily being’ (Sobchack 2004). 
Greater understanding of the ‘acculturated sensorium’ (Sobchack 2004) engaged by film and the significance 
of ‘haptic visuality’ (Barker 2009) have offered new directions for film studies, moving beyond methodologies 
and interpretive models based in psycho-semiotic analysis. The ideas presented by phenomenological film 
theory are developing further through engagement with sensory studies. Research into sensorial empathy 
indicates that culturation can significantly influence sensory processes, shaping how we empathize and 
engage with the ‘feelings’ of others (Guerts 2003). Research into cross-sensory perception (also known as 
crossmodal correspondence) – whereby one form of sensory experience generates (or corresponds with) a 
response in another sense – helps to explain how the predominantly audio-visual qualities of film engage 
haptic, and other, bodily responses. This presentation explores these ideas with reference to Johan Ku’s 
Spring/Summer 2014 fashion collection, which was inspired by the character of Selma (as portrayed by Björk) 
and her experiences of blindness in Lars von Trier’s film Dancer in the Dark (2000). 

Biography: Kevin J. Hunt is Senior Lecturer in Design, Culture and Context at Nottingham Trent University 
(NTU), where he teaches Fashion, Textile, and Knitwear Design students. His research relates to sensory 
perception and sensorial empathy, particularly focusing upon eyes, sight and the senses. Kevin has written for 
numerous publications, including an article about crossmodality and sensory transfer published in Fashion 
Theory and a chapter about eyes for Enchanting David Bowie: Space/Time/Body/Memory (Bloomsbury 2015) 
as well as articles and reviews for The Senses and Society, Afterimage, Journal of American Studies, Flow 
Journal, Eye Magazine, Material Culture, Huffington Post and The Conversation.   

Contact address & phone number: Dr Kevin J. Hunt, Senior Lecturer in Design, Culture and Context, School 
of Art and Design, Nottingham Trent University, Shakespeare Street, Nottingham NG1 4BU, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.hunt@ntu.ac.uk  

Social media details: Twitter @KevinJHunt  
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Djina Kaza 

 Stockholm University  

Decoding the dress: reading features of costume design in films of Emir Kusturica.  

This study considers fashion and cinema as crucial embodiments of Yugoslavian culture. As such, it gives a 
shine to the potential inherent in film costume for the historical analysis of Yugoslavian national identity and 
its politics. The focus is on the semiotic analysis of costume design in two native films by Emir Kusturica: 
When Father Was Away on Business and Underground. While taking the psychoanalytical approach to each 
character, the aim is to dissect the integral components of the films wherein fashion is used as a module to 
emphasize political views and cultural values as per the historical relevance of each scenario. Social relations 
are investigated through the lens of a critical theory, with particular interest in questions of gender, violence, 
education and sexuality. Taking the idea from a critical theory - that power constitutes all human relations - 
this study considers dress as a core symbol for performing power in Yugoslavian society. In this way, it 
represents how fashioning and re-fashioning not only individuals, but cultures and nations can shape various 
spheres of intellectual and social life. Finally, the study intends on raising awareness on the importance of 
films to fashion; that cinema is a critical means of communication, and that costume design is an integral 
process of that communication. 

Email: djina.kaza@yahoo.com  
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Katherine Kidder  

Nottingham Trent University  

The cultural significance of ‘Baking’: how drag style is adopted by the mainstream and the 

repercussions for homosexual culture (flash presentation).  

Attitudes to gender roles have undergone considerable change in western culture in the last few decades: 
‘increasingly positive attitudes towards homosexuality can be largely accounted for by changes in 
demographic makeup of the United States’ (Loftus 2001:763). Drag queens are men who dress as women in a 
very exaggerated and performative way. They often wear bold make-up, bright colours and lots of glittery 
items. Many items popularised by drag queens can be seen emulated in high street shops, as trends include 
bolder colours, bright prints and shiny motifs. Drag, whilst often associated with gay men and gay cultures, 
comprises a range of positionalities relating to sexuality and gender as well as the exploration and indeed 
exploitation of identities. Drag queens have become increasingly popular with shows such as RuPaul’s Drag 
Race achieving a mainstream audience, particularly of young adult women. This paper draws on queer and 
homosexual theory to explore the ways in which modern beauty expectations, initially both located in and 
drawn from drag culture have been adopted into mainstream culture, using the make-up technique of 
‘baking’ as a case study. It considers the extent to which the adoption of drag beauty techniques might be 
seen either to show acceptance of or to appropriate drag culture and how this might be understood in terms 
of modern masculinity.  

Biographical details: I am a final year student on the BA Fashion Design at Nottingham Trent University, due 
to graduate in summer 2018.  

Email: Katiekidder@hotmail.co.uk  

Social media: Instagram @katherine_kidder  
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Sally King  

De Montfort University, Leicester, UK  

The good, the bad and the fairy: pantomimic cross-dressing, gender and identity.  

In a pantomime dame’s changing room, an array of objects meets the eyes: dress with singing breasts, 
luridly-coloured wigs, excessively high heels and garishly bright make-up. The male actor who wears them in 
his performance does not hide that he is a man; he becomes a parody of a woman, through amplification and 
hyperbole. He/she thus somewhat challenges notions of gender binarism by unfettering the idea of a fixed or 
stable identity, while essentially acting to reinforce the dichotomy through metonymy, which Stella Bruzzi 
discusses in relation to cross-dressing in film (Bruzzi 1997).  

Acting alongside the dame in the pantomime is the female Principal Boy, although the breeches role is 
currently declining (Sladen 2015). This character too makes no secret of being a woman playing a man, 
displaying her legs beneath tiny shorts while sporting a jacket and shirt, juxtaposing sartorial signifiers of 
femininity and masculinity respectively.  

While cross-dressing is a long-standing pantomime tradition, more recent pantomimes have featured a male 
actor playing a traditionally female role, albeit not cross-dressed. The production starring British celebrity 
fashion consultant Gok Wan as Cinderella’s Fairy Godmother (Qdos Productions 2014-2015; 2015-2016 and 
2017-2018) displays transgressive potential, due to gender conventions being flouted. Moreover, Wan’s 
relationship to fashion and his television persona’s positive and empowering attitude to transformation – 
which align with his role as Fairy – have the potential to undermine stereotypes about fashion design. Yet 
ultimately the costume, language and performance framing Wan operate in a problematic manner, 
foregrounding Wan’s homosexuality and reinforcing clichés about gay men, while ensuring that the depiction 
can be understood to not pose a threat to traditional attitudes on gender and sexuality.  

Biographical details: Sally King is currently working on her PhD at De Montfort University, Leicester, UK. Her 
thesis examines the representation of footwear – and by association of women and femininity – in 
translations and adaptations of the fairy tale Cinderella, focusing on works that have had a considerable 
influence on the tale’s development in the west. Her publications include an article entitled ‘I am Cinderella: 
Naming, Power and Identity’ in the postgraduate journal Exclamat!on (2018), and the chapter‘New Shoes, Old 
Paths: Disney’s Cinderella(s)’ in the forthcoming Palgrave Handbook of Children’s Film and Television (2019).  

Email: sallyking91@gmail.com  

Social media details: Twitter: @sallyking91 
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Lara Maleen Kipp  

University of Derby, UK  

Puckered, wrinkled, scarred – skin as costume in the theatre of Howard Barker  

This paper proposes to explore the various ways in which skin operates as costume in the theatrical works of 
contemporary British playwright-director Howard Barker. It links current developments in performance theory 
and practice, in particular in costume and performance, costume and identity, and skin as costume.  

The theatrical work of Barker has received sustained academic attention (e.g. Smith/Reynolds, 2015; Gritzner, 
2015, 2012; Rabey/Goldingay, 2013), but research into his costume, and wider scenographic work, is thus far 
noticeably limited (cf. Iball, 2006; Rabey, 2009 and Kipp, 2017). Similarly, the role of nakedness in the 
theatrical works of Barker specifically, and in terms of costuming generally, has been previously explored, 
albeit only briefly (cf. Obis, 2013; Kipp, 2017 and Monks, 2010; Kjellmer, 2016, respectively). However, this paper 
is the first instance in which the intimate relationship between the performing bodies’ visual and physical 
appearance in Barker’s work is interrogated as costume. It questions the notion of beauty, its gendered 
implications and its political potential to begin addressing this gap in Barker studies.  

The theoretical framework draws on and brings together Kristeva’s writing on unstable bodies (1982), Blau on 
fashion and materiality (1999), Monks on costume (2010, 2015), Brownie on the processes of dressing and 
undressing (2016), Barcan on nudity (2004), and Jablonski on skin (2008). The paper uses examples from 
various points of Barker’s career and synthesises existing work on costume and nakedness to generate the 
beginnings of the first critical analysis of skin as costume in his theatre.  

Biography: Lara Maleen Kipp is an early career researcher, scenographer and theatre practitioner. Her Ph.D. 
at Aberystwyth University engaged in an aesthetic analysis of Howard Barker’s scenography. This followed a 
Master’s degree in Practising Theatre and Performance and a joint BA (Hons) Scenography & Theatre 
Design/Drama & Theatre Studies. Work experiences include Vivienne Westwood Studios and the Salzburg 
Opera Festival. She has been awarded the Glynne Wickham Scholarship by SCUDD. Her research interests 
range from scenography (costume in particular) and vocal performance to contemporary European theatres. 
She is currently lecturer in Performing Arts (Drama) at the University of Derby.  

Email: laramaleenkipp@googlemail.com  

Social media details: Twitter: @cindercatlmk  
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Neil Kirkham and Emmanuelle Dirix  

London College of Fashion & Leeds Arts University 

Pornography, authenticity & performance through social media.  

Due to the continued expansion of online media, female porn-stars are increasingly expected to 'perform' 
across a number of different platforms. This paper will focus on such developments, using fashion, costume 
& dress as a way to approach how these performers engage with different forms of social media. Looking 
specifically at Instagram & Twitter, it will deconstruct the supposed authenticity of these images & relate this 
to pornography's ongoing quest for a realist representation of sex. By deploying an online ethnographic 
approach that situates the importance of the audience, it will also develop our previous work around the 
visual styling of the pornified body & new web-driven subgenres that prioritise the role of costume.  

Email: n.kirkham@fashion.arts.ac.uk & emmajuliette@googlemail.com 
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Viveka Kjellmer  

University of Gothenburg, Sweden  

Costume and the scenography of paper fashion.  

In this paper, I will examine the scenography of fashion in the exhibition Paper Stories, at the Museum of Far 
Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm 2018. The exhibition includes, among other objects, paper dresses by Swedish 
fashion designer Bea Szenfeld. I analyze Szenfeld’s works in this exhibition to highlight how the paper 
costumes can be seen as a part of the exhibition scenography. To “test' the idea of costume as scenography 
outside the static setting of a fashion exhibition, I discuss Swedish Minister of Culture Bah Kuhnke’s Nobel 
Banquet outfit, featuring a paper bolero by Szenfeld.  

Applying a concept of scenography extended beyond traditional theatrical settings (McKinney & Palmer 
2017), I aim to examine the role of costume as a key factor in the visual communication of these events. As 
stated by Monks (2010) and Barbieri (2017), costume is a vital part of a performance, and drawing on Hann 
(2017), I argue that costume is critical for the understanding of a staged event.  

I suggest that costume as visual couture, i.e. costume, couture dresses or fashion objects made primarily for 
visual consumption, could also be understood as scenography, interacting with the bodies wearing them, the 
architecture and the set design of the event, be it a museum exhibition or a formal gala dinner. The 
understanding of costume as scenography implies that costume is more than dress; it has an active role, 
transforming the body wearing it.  

I propose that the understanding of visual couture as scenography in fact suggests that the costume might 
be wearing the body, not the other way around.  

Biography:  Viveka Kjellmer is a senior lecturer in Art History and Visual Studies at the University of 
Gothenburg, Sweden. She also holds a university degree in economics and has previously worked in 
marketing. Kjellmer has published studies about the visual language of advertising, focusing on the image of 
scent, and has written about fashion exhibitions and visual consumption. Her current research concerns 
fashion, costume, body and scenography, as well as the relations between olfaction, architecture, and space.  

Contact details:  

Dr. Viveka Kjellmer  
Senior lecturer in art history and visual studies  
Department of cultural sciences  
University of Gothenburg  
P.O. Box 200  
SE-405 30 Gothenburg, SWEDEN  
Email: viveka.kjellmer@arthist.gu.se  
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Anna Kleiman 

Hebrew University of Jerusalem  

Dress to oppress: Israeli Minister of Culture wears Jerusalem.  

In Cannes Film Festival 2017, Israel’s Culture Minister Miri Regev wore a dress printed with the view of 
Jerusalem on its skirt, in order to “mark and celebrate the 50th anniversary of reunification of the city”. That is, 
the Israeli victory on the Six-Day war in 1967 and the following occupation of east Jerusalem. This fashion 
choice regards stratified blasphemy issues that are based on an intricate political situation. One layer is the 
challenging of the red-carpet decorum of expressing resistance, in accordance to the Trump-Era mainstream 
of celebrity rebellion. Another layer is the relationship between the religious and secular nationalism(s) and 
their merging in Regev’s political performance, as Bruno Latour put it. The third layer is the symbolic 
iconoclastic act of associating the holiness of the city exclusively to the Jewish nation, even more so with 
Israel’s current right-wing government and its sovereignty over the occupied territories, thus desecrating the 
Muslim and Christian holiness of the city. The fourth layer is Regev’s medium of choice for political 
expression, which goes back to Bar-Kokhva’s revolt coinage from 132 AD when Jerusalem was occupied by 
the Roman Empire. Lastly, the Iconoclash that arose when her statement went viral on social media, thanks 
to the accessibility of activism, by using Regev’s modelling as a platform for criticizing the occupation in 
general and Regev’s political activity in particular.  

Biography: Anna Kleiman, holds a BA in art and theatre history, and is an MA student in the Department of 
Art History, three times on the Dean’s list and a Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel School for Advanced Studies 
in Humanities Excellency scholarship student in The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In her research, Kleiman 
focuses on the contemporary link between art and protest and the way popular visual culture is involved and 
takes a stand on social and political issues.  

Email: anna.kleiman@mail.huji.ac.il  
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Mia Knežević  

Faculty of Textile Technology, University of Zagreb, Croatia. 

Fashion and Consumerism in Former Yugoslavia  

In the first postwar years, the newly created socialist state is promoting new kind of woman - partisan in war 
with rifle in one hand and baby in other and strong, muscular shock worker without feminine traces which 
were considered bourgeoisie. In late 40's and early 50's ‘fashion’ was non-existent, we are talking about dots 
system supply; "dots" which every citizen was granted (in 1949 an adult would receive 210 dots per year for 
clothes and shoes). In the pre-television era, magazines played an important role in socializing women in 
whatever direction was necessary. Fashion appears rather shyly on the last page of a women's magazine 
Ukus (Taste) published by AFŽ of Yugoslavia in 1949. During 50's and 60's magazines are pushing new image 
of a housewife set in idealised happy household, filled with variety of new, now available cosmetic products, 
kitchen sets, and all sorts of home appliances which only perpetuate traditional gender roles. Slowly, this new 
image of modern homemaker pushed once popular depiction of strong socialist heroines of work - Udarnice 
(shock worker). That shift coincides with abandonment of dots distribution system supply, and releasing 
textiles into an open sale. In line with atmosphere of relative liberalization and former breaks with Soviet 
Union, Yugoslav borders are becoming less strict and shopping in Trieste becomes a common thing with 
majority of citizens, buying goods that were nonexistent in the Yugoslavian market, and smuggling them 
across the border - which will result in jeans craze and even phenomenon - Rifle jeans becoming a status 
symbol of the youth. In the Ponte Rosso square, capitalism and socialism weent hand in hand. As years went 
by, Yugoslavians became more demanding and clearly could differentiate cheaper from luxurious goods and 
became more and more unsatisfied with the market offer.  

The luxurious version of the socialist fashion of Aleksandar Joksimovic was only available to the privileged 
and served as an advertising display of power that fashion has played a significant role in the aesthetic of the 
Yugoslav daily life. To socialist middle class was more readily available models of Mirjana Maric made in small 
series, which have been anonymously sold in boutiques of Jugoexport since 1968. Modesty, simplicity, 
moderation and practicality have never been abandoned in fashion discourse and extravagance was not 
desirable, especially when it comes to a male fashion that did not allow the use of jewelry and other 
accessories considered traditionally female. In the mid-1980s, codes of masculinity are re-examined and 
changed in various subcultures that gain momentum in Yugoslavia. 

Email: knezevicmia05@gmail.com 
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Cathleen S. Lewis. PhD. 

National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC  

From Science Fiction to Science Fact and Back Again: The Curious Long History of the Spacesuit 

in Fantasy and Flight.  

The first spacesuits made their appearance nearly 20th century technical science fiction films, almost three 
decades before the first humans ventured into space. During the American Apollo era, the fantasy and reality 
worlds of the spacesuit began to diverge. Filmmakers sought to distinguish their ideas from current events 
and even advanced designs by creating more futuristic looking suits for the imagined tasks of exploring 
beyond the Moon, Mars, and the solar system and beyond. The sometimes-whimsical advances of movie-star 
suits made for televisions shows and movies such as Star Trek, Deep Impact, and Prometheus displayed 
distinctive features that did not meet a function. And even in cases where NASA closely informed the 
creation of science fiction, fictional spacesuits were designed to appear to be at least one step ahead of 
NASA planning. Spacesuits in the last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st marked a dance 
between fact and fiction  

In the last few years, entrepreneur Elon Musk has re-choreographed the line between fantasy and reality. He 
initiated his new spacesuit design for commercial human spaceflight program with a design from a science 
fiction costume maker. He turned the design over to spacesuit engineers currently working in the field to 
make it functional. Musk has literally retrofitted science fiction with science fact.  

Biography: Cathleen Lewis is Curator of International Space Programs and Spacesuits at the Smithsonian 
Institution’s National Air and Space Museum, specializing in Soviet and Russian programs. Lewis has 
completed both bachelors and a master’s degrees in Russian and East European Studies at Yale University 
and completed her dissertation for her PhD in History at George Washington University in 2008.  

Her current research is on the reexamination of the public and popular culture of the Russian cosmonaut 
since the middle of the last century. She has written about the artifacts in the Smithsonian’s collection, 
comparing the Soviet and American approaches to exhibiting spaceflight and the history of Soviet film 
portrayals of spaceflight.  

Contact information:  

Cathleen Lewis PhD, Curator, International Space Programs and Spacesuits  

Smithsonian Institution, National Air and Space Museum  

Department of Space History  

MRC311 PO Box 37012  

Washington, DC 20013-7012  
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Phone: 202-633-2423  

Fax: 202-786-2947  

E-mail: LewisCS@si.edu  

Social Media:  

Facebook: facebook.com/cathleen.lewis  

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/cathleen-lewis-06a82611  

Twitter: @lewiscs  

Website: nasm.si.edu/staffDetail.cfm?staffID=38  
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Janice Li  

Victoria & Albert Museum / Royal College of Art  

Cultural cross-dressing and the city: embodied displacement of Chinese elite women in London 

1910-1940.  

Chinese women’s presence in London's urban history is readily neglected and assumed to be restricted to 
prostitutes or wives of working labour in Limehouse; but in fact, Chinese female intellectuals, including the 
first Chinese female architect, journalist, and doctor had resided in London and had led active social lives in 
the city, including but not limited to the streets, parks, universities, conferences, international exhibitions, and 
diplomatic meetings. Fashion choices of these women have not yet been studied in great length, giving rise 
to a stereotyped racial filter to mainstream perception of Chinese bodies and dresses.  

By investigating how these women negotiated their identities through fashion and photography in a 
displaced urban environment, this research aims to re-examine and reconstruct the currently ambiguous 
existence of Chinese elite women in London during 1910-1935 against generalisation, reclaiming their place in 
the urban landscape while bringing dress history and visual culture into the debate. Cultural cross-dressing 
and photography will be discussed as tools of rebellion and site of cross-cultural encounters and 
contestations between the intimate body and the socio-political landscape. Instead of reading their 
adaptation of cosmopolitan/ethnic dresses as a sign of mimicry/resistance, their active choice of cultural 
cross-dressing will be contended as liberating experimentation and complex identity formation within spaces 
of cultural hybridization. 

Email: janice.li@network.rca.ac.uk  
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Liana Manasyan  

The Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia, Saint Petersburg. 

Saint Petersburg as a source of inspiration for fashion designers.  

The city has always been a source of inspiration for fashion designers. We can even say that it is one of the 
main, one of the classic sources of inspiration in their art. The proposed paper is dedicated to the Russian city 
– Saint Petersburg, which is loved and admired so much by the author of this paper and which has always 
been a source of inspiration for many people. Saint Petersburg amazes city residents and tourists with its 
splendour. This city is full of magic; it has its own atmospheric glamour, which takes your breath away when 
you are looking at its architecture, monuments, temples, gardens and parks, embankments of the rivers and 
channels. And of course, Saint Petersburg amazes fashion designers.  

We have considered the collections of clothing created by modern Russian fashion designers. The main 
theme of these fashion collections is the city of Saint Petersburg. We were lucky to meet some of the 
designers and to talk to them. We asked few questions about their lives and creativity in this city, how they 
felt the impact of the city, which spots inspired them most and how they were reflected in their art.   The 
paper considers and presents the fashion collections of both known Russian fashion designers and relatively 
young brands.  In order to illustrate the aforesaid creative works we are going to demonstrate photographs of 
the collections and standalone models of clothes made by Russian designers and dedicated to Saint 
Petersburg or related to its great history.  

Biography: 2014 – graduation from the Kuban State University, Faculty of Architecture and Design, 
Department of Costume Design. 2013 and 2014 – participation in the contests for young fashion designers 
and becoming a semifinalist and finalist. 2015 until now – continuing education as a PhD student. Research 
interests: aesthetics, costume, style and fashion.  

Email: li.manasyan@gmail.com  

Social media details: Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/liana.manasyan 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/liana_sun *  
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Anthea Mallinson 

Capilano University.  

Marvelous costumes: VFX, believability and the maker’s hand.  

Recent technical developments in film and other digital media have facilitated the production of historical, 
fantasy, sci-fi, and comic book features, television series and even ‘universes’ (the Marvel Cinematic Universe 
and the DC Cinematic Universe). Yet, without the hand of the artists/ artisans/ craftspersons making up a 
surprising number of the production crew, these digital technical developments alone would not be able to 
make these stories, in the eyes of the audience, ‘real’. For example, the role and size of the costume 
department has increased significantly, with the breakdown artist tasked with infusing an idea and an 
imagined history into fabric so that it will be ‘real’. Alongside other craftspersons (jewellers, sculptors, 
metalworkers, armourers, and more) textile artists and ager/dyers test new materials and new techniques and 
push them to their limit. Fuelling these creative exchanges are non-stop discussions and collaborations that 
take place across productions, between in-house crews and independent workshops, and from team to team 
around the world. Drawing on work that I have done for TV and film, from dyeing and breakdown on a whole 
build, to tests and experiments on fabrics, and specially commissioned pieces, I will trace some of the 
exchanges of ideas, and the application of interpretive and inventive skills of the makers in this role and the 
international community of textile artists that has arisen to respond to Hollywood’s need. 

Email:  amallinson@telus.net  
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Jay McCauley Bowstead 

London College of Fashion, UK.  

Inclusive masculinities in men’s fashion. 

This paper focuses on developments from 2010 to the present day, a period of unprecedented market 
expansion and unparalleled creative vitality in Men’s Fashion. The diverse aesthetic propositions of 
contemporary menswear – on the catwalk, in the fashion media and on the street – are situated in the 
context of emerging ‘inclusive masculinities’. And the paper describes how designers like Lucas Ossendrijver, 
Juun J, Raf Simons and Craig Green have innovated at the level of structure, composition and form in their 
radical reconceptions of men’s dress, drawing parallels between their work and the innovations of seminal 
womenswear designers such as Madeleine Vionnet and Coco Chanel in the early twentieth century. The 
resurgence both of sportswear and of more expressive and creative formal attire in menswear is contrasted 
against the decline of traditional tailoring. These sartorial shifts are explored in the context of a changing 
landscape of work and family life and linked to sociological data suggesting that ‘orthodox masculinity’ is 
losing its hegemony amongst young men in particular.  

Biography: Jay McCauley Bowstead lectures in Cultural and Historical Studies at London College of Fashion 
and writes on fashion, masculinity, material culture and design. His recent publications include the 
monograph Menswear Revolution for Bloomsbury Academic, a co-authored chapter for the book Teaching 
Fashion Studies (edited by Holly Kent), and a forthcoming chapter on designer Hedi Slimane for the updated 
edition of The Meanings of Dress (edited by Kimberly Miller-Spillman and Andy Reilly).  

With a background in fashion design, McCauley Bowstead worked for a number of brands – including 
Burberry and the Anglo-Korean label Design Workers – before reorienting his practice towards writing and 
teaching: an engagement with craft, manufacture and aesthetics continues to inform his theoretical work. He 
studied on the ‘Critical Writing in Art and Design’ programme under Professor David Crowley at The Royal 
College of Art, and has taught on a variety of studio-based courses, as well as cultural theory and design 
history oriented programmes. This summer he will be delivering papers at the ‘De/Constructing 
Masculinities?’ conference at FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg. He recently delivered a talk on contemporary 
menswear at the Fashion and Textile Museum in London. 

Email: j.mccauleybowstead@fashion.arts.ac.uk 
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Dr Marie McLoughin 

University of Brighton  

The varied careers of the designers of Paris couture in the World War II.  

Many of the leading Paris designers of the 30s and 40s were not French; Mainbocher was American, 
Molyneux British, Schiaparelli Italian, Piguet Swiss and Balenciaga Spanish. When war broke out some left 
Paris and some stayed. This paper will examine their various careers and how a couturier like Molyneux was 
able to maintain both his Paris and London houses throughout the war whilst also designing for the 
American market. The Swiss Piguet, who stayed in Paris, was also able to continue to design for the American 
market. This research will show how the power of Paris fashion was able to cross not only national 
boundaries but war zones.  

Before the Second World War Paris was the hub of an international industry, one serving an international 
clientele of the richest and most discerning women in the world. It acted as a vortex, drawing in the world’s 
most talented designers. At the same time, this centrifugal force sent out evidence of its primacy in the form 
of exports and licensed copies sold throughout the world; international branches of its most famous couture 
houses and a never-ending stream of well dressed women who moved through royal and wealthy circles, 
where they were photographed and admired in the clothes designed by Paris’ top designers. This paper will 
demonstrate that the international industry that was Paris fashion was thus able to continue even when it 
was not designed or made in Paris. 

Dr Marie McLoughin  
Senior Lecturer: University of Brighton 
Critical Studies Coordinator for Fashion, Textiles and Fashion Communication.  
10-11 Pavilion Parade 
Brighton BN2 1RA 

Email: M.Mcloughlin@brighton.ac.uk 
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Silvano Mendes 

Institut Français de la Mode & Université Paris 1 - Panthéon Sorbonne. 

Fashion Settings: The Architecture of the Catwalk as Branded Communications. 

  
From Hussein Chalyan’s white box resembling minimalist installation art to Chanel’s monumental set designs 
at the Grand Palais, set design for the runway show is now central to the grammar of designer fashion 
communications. Often used to symbolize the power of the brand or to reaffirm its DNA, the strategic 
choices of topography, space and set design are an integral part of the dramatic spectacle of the catwalk 
show. The runway by itself is not enough: as Fendi’s use of the Great Wall of China in 20007 or Saint 
Laurent’s use of the Eiffel Tower as settings for their shows ten years later, architectural paradigms actively 
feed into the symbolic discourse of branded fashion and influence the ways in which collections are 
‘spectacularised’ for different audiences. This paper, part of a larger PhD project at the Institut Français de la 
Mode and the Université Paris 1 – Panthéon Sorbonne on the relationship between fashion and architecture, 
space and set design, aims to analyze the uses of set design for the catwalk as a strategic part of branded 
communications over the last decade. This phenomenon, which has previously been observed by fashion 
historians such as Caroline Evans and Nancy Troy or through the lens of marketing by Mark Tungate and 
Dana Thomas, requires new insights. Going beyond the relationship between designers and architects, which 
has been covered extensively by writers and scholars such as Bradley Quinn, Deborah Fausch and John 
Potvin, this paper attends to the framing of fashion through the production of space and set design, which 
has been through a recent ‘revolution’ to quote the title of a recent publication on the work of Alexandre de 
Betak. The need to re-assess the creative synergies between fashion and architecture is reinforced by the 
impact of digital to the different environments of fashion design and communications. The need for 
‘instagramable’ settings for fashion illustrates how brands manipulate the runway show to maximize their 
visibility, a strategy of ‘spectacularisation’ that gives them added value by enriching their artistic and cultural 
aspirations beyond dress.  
  

Biography: Silvano Mendes is a PhD Candidate in Fashion Studies (Théories et Pratiques de la Mode) at IFM 
(Institut Français de la Mode) and Université Paris 1 - Panthéon Sorbonne, and is an associate lecturer in 
Fashion Communications at ESMOD in Paris. 

Email: silvanomendes@hotmail.com   
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Prof. Claire Monk  

De Montfort University, UK  

Costuming, undressing and marketing gay Edwardian masculinity, unknown stars and 1980s male 

style in Merchant Ivory’s Maurice (1987).  

Maurice (James Ivory, UK, 1987), the second of Merchant Ivory Productions’ three ‘heritage’ film adaptations of 
novels by E. M. Forster (following A Room with A View [1985], and followed by Howards End [1992]), celebrated 
its 30th anniversary in 2017 with a new digital restoration and US cinema re-release. Despite its established 
following among LGBTQ audiences and fans worldwide (Monk, 2011b and 2016) and rising recognition as a 
landmark affirmative gay film, from a mainstream perspective Maurice remains the least known and least 
appreciated of the three films. Its Edwardian costumes, like those for A Room With A View and Howards End, 
were designed – or often, more accurately, provided – by the renowned team of Jenny Beavan, John Bright 
and Bright’s company Cosprop, and all three films were Academy Award-nominated for Best Costume 
Design. In contrast with the other two films, however, this was Maurice’s sole Oscar nomination, and it did not 
win.  

Drawing on my work towards a larger project in which I explore the complexities of the genesis, production 
and reception of Ivory’s Maurice in the mid-1980s, situated in turn within Maurice’s longer and broader 100-
year textual, transtextual and contextual history, this paper considers the pleasures of male costume and 
styling in Ivory’s Maurice from a range of perspectives. Bright and Beavan’s ‘dressing-up box’ approach is 
known to give actors a significant say in their period-costume choices, but archived documentation of 
Maurice’s costuming decisions is elusive. The British Film Institute’s Jenny Beavan Collection omits Maurice, 
while Ivory’s production files for Maurice (held at the University of Oregon, USA) omit costume. Rather than 
dwelling on this archival lacuna, however, I am centrally interested in exploring the intersections between 
Edwardian male style/ing, Maurice’s multifaceted publicity and press strategies (which included glossy-
magazine editorial, photoshoots and at least one fashion shoot), the promotion of its three new, ‘unknown’, 
male stars (James Wilby, Hugh Grant and Rupert Graves), and 1980s male vintage and fogey fashion trends.  

Works cited: 

Monk, C. (2011) ‘Heritage Film Audiences 2.0: period film audiences and online fan cultures’ Participations, 8:3. 
http://www.participations.org/Volume 8/Issue 2/3h Monk.pdf  

Monk, C. (2016) ‘From “English” Heritage to Transnational Audiences’, in Screening European Heritage, eds 
Paul Cooke & Rob Stone (Basingstoke: Palgrave).  

Biography: Claire Monk is Professor of Film & Film Culture at De Montfort University, UK. She has published 
widely on post-1970 British film within its cultural and socio-political contexts, and is known especially as a 
‘key voice) in debates around the cultural politics of ‘heritage’ period films, with an emphasis on sexuality and 
gender. Her recent work, beginning with the monograph Heritage Film Audiences (Edinburgh University 
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Press, 2011) and its sequel ‘Heritage Film Audiences 2.0’ (Participations, 8:3, 2011), brings the perspectives and 
practices of real audiences, fans, and 21st-century digital culture into this field of study. She is currently writing 
a book on the 100-years-plus transtextual, transtemporal life, afterlives and popular reception of Forster’s 
Maurice, centred around a study of the production complexities of Ivory’s 1987 film. A new 3,600-word 
interview by Claire with Maurice’s star James Wilby can be read in the booklet Maurice’s 30th Anniversary Blu-
ray release (Cohen Film Collection, USA, 2017).  

Contact address & phone number: (+44) (0) 7809 130303  

Email: cmonk@dmu.ac.uk  

Social media details:  

http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/academic-staff/technology/claire-monk/claire-monk.aspx  

http://dmu.academia.edu/ClaireMonk  
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Paul Mountfort 

Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand. 

 Cosplay at Armageddon: A Photo-Essay in Costume Play, Fan Affinity and Popular Media Memes.  

Cosplay (literally from costume-play, referring to fannish practices of dressing-up) sits at the intersection of 
many vectors, including the costumed body, popular cultural citation, transmediation, the techno-social and 
cultural fashion. This paper comprises a longitudinal photo-essay scoping five years at one glocalized 
instance of typical western convention cosplay: the Armageddon Expo’ in Auckland, New Zealand. Originating 
as a small-scale gaming convention in the 1990s, Armageddon has morphed into an trans-Australasian 
phenomenon comprising gaming and popular media product releases, merchandising, celebrity appearances, 
screenings, competitions and, of course, cosplay across multiple cities. The predominantly candid body of 50 
photographs framed and narrated here derives from an upcoming book, Planet Cosplay: Costume Play, 
Identity and Global Fandom (Bristol, U.K.: Intellect Books, 2018), of which the speaker is the first author. This 
talk will navigate the dense web of transmediated cultural allusions that are cited by Armageddon’s 
costumed bodies, from manga and anime to computer games, and from sci-fi, fantasy and superhero shows 
to internet memes. What emerges, year on year, is a cascade of legacy source texts and more up-to-the-
minute media, with definite trends and cultural fashions emerging, subsiding and converging in waves. In 
doing so it provides a snap-shot – or series of snaps – of a half decade of glocal cosplay practice with broader 
implications for how we understand the embodied citations of cosplayers in relation to their cultural 
moments. 

Dr. Paul Mountfort 
Chair AUT Centre for Creative Writing  
Programme Leader BA ENMS, BA CW, MCW  
Auckland University of Technology  
New Zealand. 
  
Editor, Journal of Asia-Pacific Pop Culture (PA, US: Penn State U Press)  
Editorial Boards, Journal of Australasian Popular Culture (Bristol, UK: Intellect)  
IAFOR Journal of Asian Studies (Nagoya, Japan: IAFOR)   
Advisory Board: Journal of Creative Technologies (Auckland, NZ: AUT)  
Vice-president; Chair Anime, Manga and Comics, Popular Culture Association of Australia and New Zealand 
(PopCAANZ). 

Email: pmountfo@aut.ac.nz 
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Charlotte Nichols, PhD  

Seton Hall University, USA.  

 “Faithfully antique but markedly original:” The Enduring Legacy of Mariano Fortuny’s Delphos.  

In the summer of 2016 the pleated silk Delphos and Peplos gowns for which Mariano and Henriette Fortuny 
are celebrated were prominently displayed at the Metropolitan Museum’s “Manus x Machina” exhibition, 
where they faced Mary McFadden’s versions of them from the 1970s. Simultaneously, the front shop window 
at a midtown H & M showcased a gold knock-off of the Fortuny “Peplos.” This dichotomy of venues -- the 
venerable and prestigious versus the trendy and streetwise -- captures the appeal of Fortuny’s designs since 
their debut in 1907, when they were brilliantly described by Proust as “faithfully antique but markedly original.” 
Then, as now, the garments both channeled the Greek past yet offered a fluid image of modernity: 
uncorseted, columnar yet sensuous, and embraced by the most daring women of the day.  

The talk examines the reception and allure of Fortuny during the past century within the larger context of 
cultural and fashion history. To be considered are Richard Avedon’s photographs for Vogue in 1969 of Gloria 
Vanderbilt modelling her collection of Fortuny dresses; the referencing of Fortuny by designers such as Rei 
Kawakubo; and the phenomenon of increasingly ambitious museum exhibits about him, which culminated in 
the retrospective titled “Fortuny, a Spaniard in Venice” in late 2017 at the Palais Galliera, Paris. 

Charlotte Nichols, PhD 
Associate Professor of Art History & Museum Professions 
Seton Hall University, USA. 

Email: charlotte.nichols@shu.edu  
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Avery Novitch  

Fashion Institute of Technology, New York, NY.  

Jenneration Z: Kylie Jenner and Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle  

In his 1967 book, Society of the Spectacle, French philosopher Guy Debord discussed his theory of the 
spectacle, a visual entity whose value lies in the way it shapes the mainstream community. Kylie Jenner, the 
youngest of reality television’s Kardashian-Jenner family, through self-exploitation, exhibitionism, and 
commodification, functions as Debord’s spectacle. Her visual media empire includes three verified Instagram 
accounts, an official “personal” account, an account for her cosmetics line Kylie Cosmetics, and an account 
for her merchandise line the Kylie Shop, with approximately 127.9 million followers total. Jenner is one of 
contemporary society’s most spectacular entities; as she performs something that resembles humanity, her 
fans are satisfied watching her navigate a simulation of authentic human life. The spectacle is the physical 
manifestation of a shared cultural ideology and an aesthetic that embodies prominent cultural fetishes. It is 
with this sensational version of humanity that the star acts as a figure with which the masses can identify; the 
system functions because of her ability to give meaning to consumable goods. Jenner’s devoted fans 
ultimately overlook controversies regarding Kylie Cosmetics because the perceived benefit of consuming 
them outweighs the cost: the promise of looking and feeling like Kylie Jenner has a quantifiable worth. This 
system allows the masses, with the support of saleable commodities, to live vicariously through the 
spectacle, and ultimately achieve the fetishized worldview.  

Biography: Avery Novitch is a Master of Arts candidate in the Fashion Institute of Technology’s “Fashion and 
Textile Studies: History, Theory, and Museum Practice” program in New York City. She holds a Bachelor of 
Arts from Union College in Schenectady, New York where she studied English, Costume, and Dance. She has 
interned at the Museum of Innovation and Science in Schenectady, New York, and the Ukrainian Museum, 
the Merchant’s House Museum, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art all in New York City. 

Email: avery_novitch@fitnyc.edu  

Instagram: ave.novitch  
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Dr Jennifer O’Meara  

University of St Andrews, UK. 

Sartorial satire: merging fashion and identity politics on Instagram’s “everyoutfitonSATC”.  

The “everyoutfitonSATC” Instagram was set up by Chelsea Fairless and Lauren Garroni in June 2016 with the 
purpose of documenting characters’ sartorial choices on the popular HBO show. Each post includes a 
carefully selected screenshot from Sex and the City, often with subtitled dialogue, and accompanied by 
satirical captions and hashtags. After gaining attention from magazines like Vogue, and from the show’s cast, 
Fairless and Garroni began to address their nearly half a million followers with Trump-related political 
commentary and identity politics. For example, they updated the character of Charlotte to become “woke 
Charlotte,” writing her new lines that highlight the characters’ unacknowledged class and racial privilege. 
Fairless and Garroni also began to sell t-shirts and tote bags featuring their slogans.  

This paper will examine the account’s success, arguing that it relates not just to Sex and the City’s well-
documented attention to costume – as styled by Patricia Field – but also to dynamics of social media, remix 
culture, and what Angela Nagle terms the “online culture wars” (Kill All Normies 2017). Building on Sarah 
Banet-Weiser’s discussion of the relationship between culture and economics in Authentic™: The Politics of 
Ambivalence in a Brand Culture (2012), I argue that the everyoutfitonSATC account is one of several on 
Instagram to combine aesthetics and identity politics as part of a branding strategy that commodifies 
followers’ support. Overall, Fairless and Garroni will be shown to channel their knowledge of fashion and 
digital media practices in directions that make the HBO show more relevant for contemporary audiences.  

Dr Jennifer O’Meara  
Department of Film Studies,  

University of St Andrews, Scotland  
Email: jo42@st-andrews.ac.uk 
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Steph Mulholland  

Manchester Metropolitan University, UK  

Haute hauntings, or, contemporary Gothic television’s guide to Victoriana power-dressing.  

This paper draws attention to ‘this whole beautiful Victoriana thing happening in fashion’ and its relationship 
to contemporary Gothic television. Drawing on HBO’s remake of Westworld (2017-) and American Horror 
Story Coven (FX, 2013-4) as examples of fashion-centric programming. Returns to the past are framed within 
a Gothicized narrative of memories and nostalgia and enacted through choices of dress. Madison (American 
Horror Story) adopts a Victoriana style when brought back to life as she “can’t feel shit” and Clementine’s 
(Westworld) period costumes evolve through the absence of her choice, as Artificial Intelligence. This paper 
intersects Fashion and Gothic studies to reveal how Victoriana styles of dress challenge, by employment of 
Gothic affect, the relationship between control and the neoliberal body through costume. Skin and dress 
appear transmutable (Spooner, 2006) and present an active surface in dialogue with subjectivity. Theories of 
‘skin-as-dress’ (Hurst, 2013) thus provide a counter-narrative through which neoliberal selfhood can be 
challenged by subversive self-fashioning, using the affective aesthetic of spectrality in dress. Also questioning 
what it means for a dress to haunt - or be haunted - since skin-surfaces alternate complex states of visibility 
and absence, but also interrogate relations of power via concealment and exposure. Drawing on Robin James’ 
‘melancholic circuits’ (2014:141) as a framework, this paper foregrounds how self-fashioning is used within 
these texts to disrupt neoliberal economies of power by performing their wearer’s damage (and pain) through 
haunted/ing Victoriana.  

Biography: Steph Mulholland is an English PhD researcher and associate lecturer at Manchester 
Metropolitan University whose research examines how the relationship between clothing and skin within 
Post-Millennial Gothic television articulates and critiques the impact of neoliberal capitalism upon 
contemporary selfhood. Currently, Steph is exploring the intersection of affect theory to inform her reading of 
how pain can be fashioned through contemporary television’s hybrid aesthetics of neo-Victorian and 
nostalgic dress. Steph is also co-organiser of Feminisms in Public, a student-led network which organizes 
public events surrounding feminism(s), gender, and sexuality across the North West.  

Email: stephanie.m.mulholland@stu.mmu.ac.uk  

Social media details: @stephmulho (Twitter) 
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Charlotte Østergaard (international: Ostergaard) 

The Danish National School of Performing Arts, Denmark. 

In Dialogue with Material – Bodily Movement as Part of a Design Strategy. 

This abstract introduces an ongoing artistic research ‘In Dialogue with Material’ by Charlotte Østergaard at 
the Danish National School of Performing Arts utilizing the costume design process from a 
phenomenological perspective. Costume as the act of performer and costume merging and becoming one.    
The project examines costume from two perspectives: inside (sensorial) and outside (visual). The research 
process starts with artistic practice: beginning by interacting with the object of study/costume-prototypes, we 
engage in a critical dialogue with the experiences we invoke. How can we as costume designers have an 
awareness of the costume from within and at the same time keep a gaze from the outside? Starting from the 
inside, we must dare to act as performers wearing the costume, feeling it from the inside. As a wearer, the 
feeling of the costume on the body may be a personal experience; it is critical to incorporate a second 
perspective - perceiving the costume from the outside. 
In the responsiveness of the two perspectives (inside and outside) we gain important insight of potential 
development opportunities/strategies of a costume. Between these two perspectives (sensory and visual) a 
dialogue arises where we may approach new reflections that describes the space between performer and 
costume. 
The project ‘In Dialogue with Material’ examines design strategies with an aim to develop methods, that 
values bodily movement experiments and experiences as part of a design process. 

Biography: Charlotte Østergaard is an independent designer. For 15 years she designed the fashion brand 
“Charlotte Østergaard Copenhagen”. Charlotte has designed costumes more than 50 contemporary dance 
performances for numerous contemporary dance companies, several of which has received theater awards.  
Charlotte has received grants from the Danish Art Foundation and regularly exhibits at curated exhibitions. 
Charlotte is an experienced teacher in areas of costume, textile and fashion design. She is employed at the 
Danish National School of Performing Arts, where she is involved in artistic research. 
Publications: Studies in Costume & Performance, Volume 3 Number 1; “MASK: Dialogue between an inside 
and an outside perspective of costume”. 
Email:  choe@ddsks.dk  studio@charlotteostergaard.dk    
Web: https://ddsks.dk/en/ansatte/charlotte-ostergaard   www.charlotteostergaardcopenhagen.dk 
Social media:  
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/unfoldingmyworld/?hl=da 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/Charlotte-Østergaard-Copenhagen-80804930605/ 
Vimeo:   https://vimeo.com/usercharlotteostergaard 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCORKef2rHUSfVAuSOPbqArw 
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Prof Dr Žarko Paić  

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology.  

Creativity, Body-Design and Contemporary Fashion: The Deconstruction of the Luxury  

In this paper, the author's attempt is to open the problem why the fashion as body-design in the 
contemporary world of shifting identities has emerged a key factor in the success of the cognitive and digital 
economy. I am trying to explain why the early 21st century encompasses the whole area of overlapping 
impacts of technologies and art sets in terms of cultural and creative industries. The cultural industries 
encompass creativity, production and commercialization related to the problem of intellectual property 
protection in the press, publishing, multimedia activities, audiovisual and cinema production; Creative 
industries, on the other side, comprise preferably understanding of design as the construction of a new world 
of life in the interaction of art and technology. Since the entire global economy of services and products has 
associated today with innovations in the digital sphere, it becomes obvious that fashion nowadays 
significantly has determined from different theoretical and practical perspectives. The activities of applied arts 
and technology are no more result of emergence a new product, but the creative design of the body, which 
means that global economy has an integrative role of creating the new values. Visual code of life itself 
designed the process of creative shaping in the society and culture. Finally, it should be able to present in 
very broad strokes the paradigm shift from cultural to creative industries based on recent studies in the 
sociology of communications and media, and interdisciplinary fashion studies in close connection with a new 
role of luxury today. From the perspective of sociological investigations performed by Gilles Lipovetsky, I have 
the intention to articulate some basic assumptions on the level of theoretical approach to brand new luxury 
in the global consumer societies. Instead of disappearance the desire for luxury, there is the mass 
democratization of the desire for haute couture regarding the all-embracing diversity of luxury today.  

Biography: Žarko Paić is Professor at the University of Zagreb (Faculty of Textile Technology, Department of 
Fashion Design), where he teaches courses in Aesthetics, Social Sciences, Fashion and Media Theory. He 
holds a PhD in Sociology from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb. He is chief editor of 
TVRĐA – Journal for Theory, Culture and Visual Arts, and has authored more than twenty books in 
philosophy, aesthetics, political sciences, art theory, and fashion theory.  

Contact address & phone number: Prilaz baruna Filipovića 28a, 10 000 Zagreb,  
Republic of Croatia, room B-329, +385 1 3712 565  

Email: zarko.paic@ttf.hr  
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Dr. Sofia Pantouvaki  

Aalto University, Finland. 

Dressed in flags: the use of ‘national’ colours in costume for stage and screen.  

Established in the early 17th century through naval trade and military expeditions, national flags became 
patriotic symbols with numerous symbolic connotations. Over the centuries, the colours of the flags became 
part of a country’s national symbols as visual signs of national traditions and ideals. These ‘national’ colours 
and the patterns of national flags have been popular throughout dress history, used extensively on garments 
within both a political as well as a pop(ular) culture context ranging from fighters and soldiers to pop stars 
and fashion icons. ‘National’ colours have also been used in costumes for performance, either to recreate 
historical dress or to function as embodied signs of revolution or patriotic spirit within specific performance 
narratives. This paper focuses on blue, red and white - the colours most widely used in flags - through a 
semiotic reading in costumes for performance on stage and screen. Selected costume designs for will be 
analysed, with an in-depth examination of the opera costumes for Andrea Chénier (Giordano) designed in 
2000 by Nicola Petropoulos and Madama Butterfly (Puccini) designed in 2013 by Ugo de Ana, both for Greek 
National Opera. In each of these cases, the red, white and blue of the French and the American flags are 
reflected in the costumes. The use of colours in selected costumes will be analysed from a visual and cultural 
semiotics perspective and from a costume designer’s point of view. The aim is to highlight the essential role 
of colour as a visual narrator, conveying meaning and identity within the complex system of creation, 
production and function of costume in performance.  

Keywords: costume design, flags, national colours, narrative, performance, visual semiotics  

Biography: Dr. Sofia Pantouvaki is a scenographer (PhD) and Professor of Costume Design at Aalto 
University, Finland. Her background includes over 80 designs for theatre, film, opera and dance productions 
in Europe, as well as numerous curatorial and exhibition design projects. Co-author, History of Dress - The 
Western World and Greece (2010); editor, Yannis Metsis - Athens Experimental Ballet (2011); co-editor, 
Presence and Absence: The Performing Body (2014), Dress and Politics (2015) and Tribes – A Walking 
Exhibition (2017). She is Editor of the academic journal Studies in Costume and Performance; Vice-Head for 
Research, OISTAT/Costume Sub-commission; Co-Chair, Critical Costume and Co-Convener, IFTR 
Scenography WG. She was Project Leader of Performance: Visual Aspects of Performance Practice (ID.Net. 
2010-2015); Costume Design Curator for World Stage Design 2013; Associate Curator, Costume in Action 
(WSD 2013) and Co-Curator of the Finnish Student exhibit, winner of the Gold Medal at PQ’15. Sofia founded 
Costume in Focus, the first research group on performance costume, currently based at Aalto University, and 
leads a research project on Costume Methodologies funded by the Academy of Finland. She lectures, 
supervises PhDs and publishes internationally. 

Email: sofsceno@gmail.com and sofia.pantouvaki@aalto.fi  
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Harriet Parry  

University of Brighton  

Holy feasibility fetish! The Batman of Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight Trilogy  

Over the past twenty years or so, superhero characters, and their alternative realities, have cut loose from the 
popular but relatively niche medium of the graphic novel, to appeal to mass film audiences, offering 
substantial returns to the production companies that succeed.  

Fans eagerly await the newest incarnation of a favourite character’s costume, and no franchise tells the story 
of the value of success, than the rise, fall and rise again of the Batman movie series. After the failure of 
Robert Zemeckis's Batman and Robin, and the furore from fans at the addition of nipples and a codpiece to 
the suit, a homage to statues of Greek gods, Director Chris Nolan was brought in to add some much needed 
gravitas to the movies. For him Batman is ‘not a God- he’s human,’1he ‘wanted to try and do it in a more 
realistic fashion than anyone had ever tried to do a superhero film before.’2 The ‘realistic’ Batsuit developed 
over two phases, the streamlined Batman Begins suit performing as a bridge to the technocentric costume 
from The Dark Knight. The costume needed to be more visually arresting, more wearable, and importantly 
more believable than anything that had been seen before. The innovation and ingenuity required, presented 
a daunting but exciting challenge to create an iconic and ground-breaking costume. The team used their 
skills to combine traditional techniques with textile tech innovations from fashion, sport and the military.  

Exploring the associated public discourse used to reinforce Nolan's depiction of an authentic Batman, this 
paper examines the strong links between powerful consumer fandoms, enormous budgets, costume 
innovation and the high stakes that are embodied in the Batman silhouette.  

Biography: Harriet is currently in the final months of an MA in history of design and material culture at the 
University of Brighton. As a highly experienced craft and costume technician, she recently synthesised theory 
and practice for an article published in Film, Fashion and Consumption (6.2) entitled 'Moon: A sensuous 
scholarship of the art of costume breakdown in film' (www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/view-
Article,id=25094/).   Current research projects are exploring sensory relationships to space and place with an 
aim to facilitating community engagement in local heritage and the arts.  

Email: harriet@parry.is  

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/harriet-parry-0110131b  
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Péter Perhócs 

Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary.  

Meaning Production in the Realm of Fashion: Fashion Products, Cultural Contexts and  

Meaning Construction  

This paper argues that the production of fashion goods is not completed when the they leave first the 
product line and then the salons of the fashion designers. Fashion shows, fashion magazines and retail stores 
all contribute to the creation of fashion products. That is, in addition to the direct producers of garments, 
shoes, bags and other accessories, the different cultural contexts in which items are perceived and evaluated 
take a significant role in the continued symbolic production. More explicitly, as fashion items pass through 
different phases in the production chain, they are enriched with symbolic contents. Hence it is argued that 
the phases of meaning production of fashion goods, including fashion shows (Phase 1), fashion magazines 
(Phase 2) and retail stores (Phase 3) which are separated in time and built on one another and reinforce each 
other at the same time, and which are embedded in the global and local fashion and media industries, 
establishing hierarchical relations independently as well, are such cultural contexts in which fashion items are 
imbued with symbolic contents. More explicitly, this paper argues that the perceived constituent elements of 
the specific contexts transmit those meanings which communicate the brand message constituted by the 
fashion designer. In other words, it is argued that the perceived codes within a specific cultural context do not 
only communicate the aesthetic and economic value of the staged, presented and displayed fashion items, 
but also represent the concepts, ideas and values constituted by the fashion designer.  

Keywords: immaterial production, fashion production, cultural industries, postmodern consumer culture 

Biography: Péter Perhócs is PhD. candidate at the Corvinus University of Budapest. 

Email: perhocspeter@gmail.com 
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Justin Phan 

University of California, Riverside  

Engendering Vietnam: gender, fashion, and the Neoliberal cultural politics of national identity.   

After speaking with the director of Vietnam’s largest state-run sewing company, filmmaker Nguyen Hai Anh 
and her staff started filming Finding Vietnamese Dress (FVD) in 2006. Three years later, FVD's tracing of 
Vietnamese dress from 2879 BC to today was nationally televised in 2009. During the time that FVD was 
produced, Vietnam joined, hosted, and convened various international events like the Miss Universe Pageant, 
the WTO, and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation. While FVD presents a history of Vietnamese dress and 
highlights current fashion advances in Vietnam, it also fails to mention the Vietnam War and fails to provide 
any representations of the sweatshop labor key to Vietnam’s burgeoning textiles industry. By linking critical 
fashion, feminist, and Vietnamese Studies, this paper seeks to contribute to studies of how “neoliberalism is 
good to think about Vietnam and how Vietnam is good to think about neoliberalism” by using fashion objects 
as its object of inquiry (Leskovich et al 2012). It asks: what kind of ideological and cultural work does this 
documentary series perform for Vietnamese national politics, and how can a gender and fashion analytic help 
us identify the saliency of fashion in transnational politics? Thus, the paper argues that fashion discourse in 
FVD functions to rearticulate heteropatriarchal norms in the Vietnamese national body politic, while 
obscuring Vietnam’s role in the gendered international division of labor. 

Email: jphan012@ucr.edu  
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Kieran Phelan  

The University of Nottingham, UK   

‘Tying in’: early reflections from weaving the geographies of Harris Tweed.  

There is a growing interest in products that convey ‘provenance’ and heritage. In light of industrial disasters 
and a growing distrust in cheap fast fashion, some consumers are spurning garments that fail to deliver upon 
their socio-cultural values, and are looking for products that can. Increasingly, consumers are interested in 
who, where, and how their garments are made (Crewe, 2017). Cultivating brand identity around these values 
actively performs interesting narrations of product transparency that enlist the people, places and 
provenance of the garment’s making. ‘Made in’ branding, particularly in the context of British fashion, 
epitomises these efforts. These brandscapes, provide points of consumer connection, through which 
consumers learn of the geographical lives of their garments. Yet interestingly, they do not represent 
transparency; they are neither wholly transparent, nor wholly inauthentic. Building upon Pike’s (2011, 2015) 
concept of origination, these brands cleverly and complexly put place to work. They demand critical 
exploration that goes beyond ‘lifting the veil of production’ (Harvey, 1990). This paper explores this, through 
the concept of ‘following the thing’, a methodology that strives to bring into conversation the various 
narratives, people and places embroiled within the branding and product (Cook et al, 2004). Through the 
case study of Harris Tweed, early reflections on time spent ‘in the field’- or rather ‘on the island’ - will be used 
to construct an argument around the ways in which places, weavers, weaving, and working experiences have 
been effectively enlisted in a competitive way for the luxury consumer.  

Works Cited: 

Cook, I. (2004) Follow the Thing: Papaya. Antipode, 642-664.  

Crewe, L. (2017) The Geographies of Fashion. London: Bloomsbury.  

Harvey, D. (1990) Between space and time: reflections on the geographical imagination. Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers, 418-434.  

Pike, A. (Ed.). (2011) Brands and Branding Geographies. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.  

Pike, A. (2015) Origination: The Geographies of Brands and Branding. Oxford : Wiley-Blackwell . 

Biography: Kieran is an ESRC Doctoral Researcher at the University of Nottingham. His research primarily 
explores the geographies of fashion, making and craft. Critically reflecting on how luxury value is created and 
communicated along commodity chains, his most current research explores how ideas of place and craft are 
actively put to work within branding. Kieran’s most recent project explores the geographies of Harris Tweed. 
In reviewing the cloth’s underpinning people, places, provenance and craft, his research explores how all of 
these elements are embroiled within the commodification of the cloth. His research interests are more 
broadly concerned with economic geography, value and the ‘creative’ and ‘cultural’ economy.  
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Email: kieran.phelan@nottingham.ac.uk 

Social media: @kieranspeaks  

To keep up to date with Kieran’s most recent project, use the hashtag #WeavingGeographies  
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Sue Prescott  

Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand.  

The Sustainable Curated Wardrobe: Designer and Circular Design.  

The Sustainable Curated Wardrobe is a fashion system centred on the premise of an adaptable wardrobe 
within a circular fashion model. Through innovative design methods towards a circular economy, the 
emphasis on finished product has shifted, offering new perspectives on evolving product, celebrating the 
wardrobe as a continual ‘work in progress’. In so doing, the Sustainable Curated Wardrobe addresses 
overconsumption, a consequence of fast fashion, with alternative and slower ways to consume fashion 
through modular clothing and multiple options for wear.  

Originating as a live travelogue, garments were designed and constructed primarily for, but not limited to, a 
travel wardrobe. This material story-telling reveals polystylism and auto-ethnographic narratives, value chains 
and experience, celebrating the acts of making and unmaking. Similarly, resources relative to locale, whilst 
drawing on theories of bricolage and methods of design localism, through stitch, print, cutting and 
embellishment of fabric were used. Diverse textile techniques occupying a powerful role in creating 
association across continents and unpacking symbolic meaning across cultures, resulted in wearable 
outcomes augmented with artefacts that map and preserve stories throughout the life and post-life of a 
garment.  

Through a system of modularity, interchangeable garment components form multiple looks, with continual 
rejuvenation through re-use, re-purposing and repair, offering evolving garment function, reimagined viability 
whlst creating new value to consumers of fashion. Capturing the continual state-of-becoming through the 
narrative of the garments, interaction with the environment exposes tensions between longevity and the 
ephemeral, establishing parallels between the movement associated with physical travel, and the language of 
cloth. 

Biography: Sue Prescott is a fashion designer, researcher and academic at Massey University in New 
Zealand, where she is Head of Department for Fashion.  Underpinned by sustainable practice, fashion, 
costume and performance connect, Sue’s research, interdisciplinary creative practice and teaching. Research 
into creative thinking, synaesthesia, innovation and sustainable methods inform her work, occupying a 
position between the cultural, historical and social latitudes of fashion and costume. Immersing fashion within 
specific environments to explore and expose methods of sensory engagement, in particular audio-visual and 
visuo-haptic connections, is central to her work. She has practiced as a fashion and costume designer and 
exhibited in the UK, New York, India, Pakistan, Australia, New Zealand and Finland. 

Email: S.T.Prescott@massey.ac.nz 

Skype: sueprescott_massey 
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Graham H. Roberts  

Paris Nanterre University  

From Roubaix with Love: The Imaginative Geographies of Costume Design in France’s Fashion 

Heartland  

No history of the French fashion industry would be complete without a discussion of the northern city of 
Roubaix. From the early nineteenth century until the 1960s, the city was the heartland of the country’s textile 
industry. While the factories have now all closed, the city has seen something of a fashion renaissance in 
recent years. It has proven remarkably adept at attracting start-up companies in the fashion sector, thanks in 
no small measure to the presence in the city of France’s leading fashion business and design school, ESMOD. 
In my paper I shall look at the fashion scene in Roubaix as a whole, before focusing on two brands in 
particular, both of which are run by graduates of ESMOD, and are positioned as bespoke luxury brands. The 
first is “Aux Corps Anonymes” (http://www.auxcorpsanonymes.com). This menswear brand is run by Françoise 
André-Gourssol who has worked in close collaboration with France’s leading lace museum, La Cité de la 
Dentelle et de la Mode in Calais. André-Gourssol is based in Lille, and her work has its roots in the north of 
France; she has held runway shows both in La Piscine museum in Roubaix, and in the northern branch of the 
Louvre, located in the mining town of Lens. The second brand I wish to focus on is “voir(e)” (http://
ateliervoire.com). This brand is run by Thomas Vasseur, who designs clothes both for men and for women, 
and has worked with Christian Lacroix and Burberry. In my paper I shall examine in particular the different 
ways in which the costumes designed by André-Gourssol and Vasseur evoke a specifically local sense of 
place and time. I propose to do so with reference to Said’s notion of “imaginative geographies” and 
Halbwachs’ concept of “collective memory”. In my conclusion, I shall discuss some of the artistic and 
commercial tensions inherent in this approach to costume design.  

Works cited:  

Halbwachs, Maurice (1992), On Collective Memory (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press)  

Said, Edward (1978), Orientalism (Harmondsworth: Penguin)  

Biography: The author of Consumer Culture, Branding and Identity in the New Russia: From Five-year plan to 
4x4 (Routledge, 2016), Graham Roberts teaches in the Foreign Languages and Cultures Faculty of Paris 
Nanterre University, and the Marketing department of EDHEC Business School. Much of his current work is 
concerned with the communication strategies of small brands in the men’s fashion sector. He is especially 
interested in the identity politics of fashion, particularly (but by no means exclusively) the construction of 
masculinity.  

Email: grahamroberts83@gmail.com  

Social media: https://www.linkedin.com/in/graham-h-roberts/  
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Nick Rees-Roberts 

Université Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3  

The paradox of fashion film.  

From online promos to behind-the-scenes documentaries, from short art films to big-budget biopics, ‘fashion 
film’ is a slippery signifier, used to denote different types of filmmaking in different contexts. The paradox of 
(the) fashion film is the absence of any consensus as to its actual contours. However, from within the industry, 
‘fashion film’ tends to refer to motion editorial or branded content; it is often problematically perceived as a 
new form emerging with both the advent of digital technology and the corporate consolidation of global 
brands, both of which have intensified and accelerated since the start of the new millennium. The accepted 
definition of fashion film as a discrete textual form of moving image used to display fashion in motion has 
been challenged by the expansion of digital media convergence and the importance to brands of an online 
video content that is immersive and interactive. In this paper, I explore examples of fashion film to highlight 
the inbuilt tension between the cultural forms of creativity and the economic power of commerce. As the 
product of both culture and industry, fashion film is a quintessentially contemporary form, one that only 
comes into focus when viewed through the lens of the larger creative economy, one in which designers use 
digital communications to go beyond the promotion of product to sample the affective ‘experience’ of the 
brand online. In situating fashion film as a hybrid form of communication, one key fault-line emerges—the 
often contradictory tension between promotion and criticality, between the form’s basic positioning within 
advertising and promotion and its more varied potential as a vehicle for forms of artistic experimentation or 
cultural critique. This paper seeks to explore this underlying tension in the practices of contemporary fashion 
with reference to a number of examples drawn from the content production of luxury brands such as Gucci 
and Burberry alongside the more critically reflexive potential of fashion moving image in video-art 
installations and factual exposés of the practices and norms of the fashion/textiles industry.  

Biography: Nick Rees-Roberts is Professor of Media and Cultural Studies at the Sorbonne Nouvelle 
University, Paris where is the director of the MA programme in Fashion Design and Creative Industries. He is 
the author of Fashion Film: Art and Advertising in the Digital Age (Bloomsbury: 2018) and French Queer 
Cinema (EUP: 2008/2014), co-author of Homo exoticus: race, classe et critique queer (Armand Colin: 2010) 
and co-editor of Alain Delon: Style, Stardom and Masculinity (Bloomsbury: 2015). He is currently co-editing 
Isabelle Huppert: Stardom, Performance and Authorship and writing a book on contemporary fashion design 
and the luxury economy, Postmillennial Fashion: Design and Communication in the Corporate Age. 

Email: nick.rees-roberts@sorbonne-nouvelle.fr 
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Georgina Ripley, MA 

National Museums Scotland  

Body Beautiful: Representing diversity on and beyond the Catwalk 

A new generation of fashion creatives are challenging Euro-centric ideals of beauty. A cultural shift 
towards realism and street-casting of non-models, who are also often artists, creatives and 
influencers, is opening the way for a celebration of diversity across contemporary visual cultures. As a 
result, the industry is moving to better reflect society, embracing different shapes, sizes, skin tones, 
ages and genders. 2017 brought the most racially diverse fashion shows in years. Supermodel Ashley 
Graham became the first plus-size model to walk for Michael Kors in New York, and non-professional 
models of all generations graced the stage for Dolce and Gabbana. In London, Simone Rocha cast 
three older models, while Teatum Jones included models with disabilities, in an empowering 
celebration of the human body. 

Now, an increasingly vocal industry is championing more realistic representation of diverse bodies 
and attitudes on the catwalk, in advertising and editorial, and behind the camera. As a visual medium, 
fashion is recognising the need to reflect the diversity of human cultural experience, to create truly 
authentic visual images.Forming research for an exhibition opening at National Museums Scotland in 
2019, this paper will consider designers at the forefront of change – from established names such as 
Marni, Vivienne Westwood and Alexander McQueen, to younger or emerging brands such as 
Christian Siriano, Teatum Jones, and Chromat. Using powerful examples of fashion imagery, and 
representing key industry voices, it will explore how fashion is breaking down barriers between our 
lived experience and our contemporary visual cultures.  

Biography: Georgina Ripley is Senior Curator of Modern and Contemporary Fashion and Textiles, at 
National Museums Scotland, specialising in fashion post-1850, and was the lead curator for the 
permanent Fashion & Style gallery which opened in 2016. Her research interests include Jean Muir (fl. 
1962-1995), contemporary menswear, and the use of new technologies in fashion, and she is working 
towards two forthcoming temporary fashion exhibitions for 2019 and 2020. Her most recent 
publication, ‘A new kind of menswear for a new kind of man’: constructs of masculinity at JW 
Anderson and Loewe, 2008-2017’, is in the current issue of The Journal of Dress History.  

Contact address/Phone number/email: Art & Design Department National Museums Scotland 
Chambers Street 
Edinburgh  EH1 1JF 
Tel +44 (0) 131 247 4027 
g.ripley@nms.ac.uk 
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Vongai N. Ruzive  

Nottingham Trent University  

Visuality of the Wheelchair in Fashion Media: Inclusivity or Exploitation?  

Typical fashion imagery does not include wheelchairs. Brands are more likely to promote active ‘non-
disabled’ models, perhaps running across a field or undertaking other activities, generating associations only 
vaguely relevant to the clothing. Apparently, “fun and adventure are acceptable pursuits, but the actual 
presence of disability may diminish the anticipated experience” (Jackson and Andrews 2004).  

Conversely, when fashion media does feature a wheelchair – such as Kylie Jenner’s Interview cover and Lady 
Gaga’s Paparazzi music video – the visibility of the wheelchair is treated as a novelty. Rather than an attempt 
at inclusivity, disability (or the suggestion of disability) is exploited for marketing and promotional purposes. 
Real issues relating to disability and inclusivity are edited out in favour of using the wheelchair as a 
glamourised prop (Wolf 2002), excluding actual wheelchair users all the more.  

A comparatively limited number of fashion brands have included “real” disabled models in their campaigns, 
but “it is still not enough” (Thomas 2016). While it is a move forward, there are still no wheelchair-bound 
mannequins and adaptive clothing designs on the shop floor to support what should be a genuine passion 
for inclusivity. Past campaigns become sympathy-stunts (Barnard 2014), as opposed to genuine inclusivity 
(Mercado 2015), all in the name of tokenism. The reason for these tokenistic gestures is that disability is “not 
always in fashion” (Disability News Service 2015).  

Reflecting upon the above, my presentation questions the visibility of the wheelchair within fashion media to 
explore whether it represents an attempt at inclusivity or mere exploitation.  

Please find below the link to the video I have created on this subject to be considered for video projection in 
addition to the formal academic paper: https://youtu.be/qiGT389XM5w 

Email: vruzive@gmail.com  
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Rowan Saunders  

Nottingham Trent University  

Do You Think My Socks Look Bad In These? Exploring The Shifting Meanings Of Socks And 

Sandals  

Although fashion trends change from season to season, the wearing of socks and sandals has proved to be a 
curiously enduring faux pas. For decades the combination has been seen as a fashion mistake: an error 
committed by those unaware of the ridicule it invites, often associated with ‘dad’ and ‘geek’ type personalities. 
Yet today, global fashion icons such as David Beckham are transgressing this rule to generate a new vision of 
the socks and sandals combination. It appears that socks and sandals are providing an avenue for rebellion 
against established codes of good taste.  

Drawing upon a diverse range of documented visual examples, written codes and wearer attitudes gathered 
via qualitative interviews, this paper investigates the elusive origins of the socks and sandals rule and 
explores the changing meanings of socks and sandals in contemporary culture. Utilising theories of taste, 
irony and kitsch, it discusses how a combination long deemed unacceptable is now being used as a tool 
against conformity. How and why are wearers using intentional ugliness to generate icons of cool?  

The paper will also consider the limitations of the ‘socks and sandals’ phenomenon. If it is ever acceptable to 
wear this combination, why must the socks and sandals be described as ‘cool’ – and how is this achieved? 
Furthermore, this research indicates a gender divide: while socks and sandals have transitioned from fashion 
mistake to acceptable mode of dress for men, the same does not seem to be true for women.  

Biography: Currently a garment technologist for a long-established British hosiery company and a recent 
graduate from Nottingham Trent University. Over the past few years I have been exploring our relationship 
with socks and how our subconscious and conscious choices reflect our personalities and identities. More 
recently I have been exploring the stigma attached to socks when worn with sandals. Whilst researching I 
have also been studying for a Fashion Knitwear Design and Knitted Textiles degree. In the final year winning 
a sponsorship with a prestigious yarn company and my graduate collection going to both New York and 
Florence for trade shows.  

Email: rowan.saunders@hotmail.com  

Social media: @rowansaundersknit (Instagram)  
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Jorge Sandoval  

Aalto University. Helsinki, Finland  

The body as a theatrical device: the immaterial body as costume.  

My research has the purpose to examine the gendered male body as a theatrical device, through the 
articulation of the material body used as a costume for the performance of gender in social media platforms 
such as Instagram and Facebook. This examination will explore the ways that the body performs gender in 
non-theatrical settings and how the Internet functions as a trigger for the presentation of the body as a 
theatrical costume.  

The abstract space of the Internet I propose, enables the body to become a theatrical device for the 
performance of gender. This face of my research examines the views on gender and performance of two 
openly gay social media users who cross-dress in the ambit of the everyday in a non-professional manner. 
This article will examine their views on identity and theatricality as they describe their presence in the ambit 
of the mundane, their appearance and the use of their gendered bodies online.  

Interviews created through online platforms are a methodological tool for the examination of the 
representational body. My research explores the theatricality of the interviewees’ gendered bodies against 
concepts like theatrical costume and performance and identity in social media; a relatively new space for the 
performance of the body.  

Key words: Costume, performance, drag, cross-dress, internet. 

Email: jorge.sandoval@aalto.fi Jorge.s@sympatico.ca  
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Scott William Schiavone  

The Fan Museum, Greenwich, London.  

Re-designing the ‘80s: fashion’s forgotten decade.  

Historian James Laver described the cyclical nature of fashion as taking almost 50 years for a particular style 
or decade to be remembered as romantic. The 1980s are often overlooked by fashion historians as garish or 
vulgar, best left to the confines of history. While the styles associated with the underground club scene are 
frequently celebrated, the sequins, shoulder pads and lamé of 1980s haute couture are often considered 
ostentatious. During the global financial crisis of 2007-2008, direct quotations from the 1980s and TV show 
Dynasty appeared on the catwalks of major designers. An interest in the decade of greed and excess was 
revived in a time of economic austerity. Was this revival just a superficial response conveying one simple 
message: were we dressing up to cover up our financial short comings?  

Fashion is yet again in the midst of an ‘80s renaissance, however in this time of sociopolitical uncertainty, the 
perspective has shifted as designers immerse themselves in the creativity and romanticism of the decade. An 
influx of ‘80s references, in particular fashion illustrator Tony Viramontes, whose genius captured the 
essence of the decade, are appearing in the collections of established names such as Marc Jacobs, Gareth 
Pugh and Saint Laurent.  

Using examples of Viramontes’ illustrations juxtaposed with contemporary images from the 1980s and 
images from recent collections, this paper will explore the cyclical nature of fashion, the importance of 
clothing as a means of communication and empowerment and the importance of the 1980s as an integral 
part of our visual culture as one of the last decades that arguably truly nurtured individuality, experimentation 
and creativity.  

Biography: Having worked across Scotland with various dress and textile collections, including 18th and 19th 
European Dress at Glasgow Museums and the Jean Muir (1928-1995) and Charles W. Stewart (1915-2001) 
collections at National Museums Scotland, I have recently relocated to London and have taken up the 
position of Assistant Curator at the Fan Museum, Greenwich.   My areas of expertise are nineteenth and 
twentieth century womenswear and accessories and contemporary fashion and fashion designers. I am 
particularly interested in the late twentieth century, in particular the 1980s as a decade of individuality, 
creativity and experimentation including the rise of the superstar designer.  

Contact address & phone number: The Fan Museum, 12 Crooms Hill, Greenwich, London, SE10 8ER  

Email: sschiavone1@gmail.com  

Social media details: 

Instagram: @scottschiavonefashioncurator  

Twitter: @ScottWSchiavone  
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Elena Siemens 

University of Alberta, Canada  

Magical Fashion in Globalizing Contexts.   

Magical Fashion in Globalizing Contexts discusses representations of the iconic ruby slippers in various media 
– from the original text by Frank L. Baum (1900) to John Fleming's classic film (1939) to Vogue's fashion 
campaigns, notably the 2005 shoot by Annie Leibovitz. As Salman Rushdie argues, “the real secret of the 
ruby slippers is not that 'there's no  

place like home', but rather that there is no longer any such place as home.” Rushdie's take is more 
characteristic of today's mobile and unsettled world, where home/ shelter is frequently a transient space, 
such as an airport, its vagabond dwellers forming, to borrow Benedict Anderson's term, an “imagined 
community.” The Cosmos: Meteor (2016) by Canadian designer John Fluevog share this sensibility of the road 
as the destination itself. Similarly, Gucci's Fall 2017 campaign Gucci and Beyond, set in the intergalactic sci-fi 
world alluding to Star-Trek odyssey, celebrates travel on this planet and beyond. In addition to Rushdie and 
Anderson, I cite Walter Benjamin, Alain De Botton, Dick Hebdige, Andy Warhol, and others. The paper's 
challenging itinerary across distant geography and different time zones (Vancouver, Reykjavik, New York, 
Berlin) captures the perils, as well as the rewards, of reimagining fashion in diverse media. 

Email: esiemens@ualberta.ca  
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Dr Katarina Nina Simončič & Petra Krpan  

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology 

Synergy of Fashion and Architecture – Final Home?  

This paper explores the ways in which contemporary fashion and the concept of ‘architectural wear’ and 
clothing create new ways of understanding contemporary culture and society, as well as how does fashion 
now appear as a new way of understanding body-space. Fashion is inextricably linked with the body and 
creates new time/space categories, but more important new corporeal experience especially when dealing 
with the concept of architectural wear and objects. Fashion for survival or refugee wear especially in the era 
of great political change is of great importance, because it detects how societies treat or rather don’t treat 
this specific problem within contemporary fashion. Moreover, this problematic opens up another interesting 
field within fashion studies and fashion history and that is the notion of art in fashion as well, specifically the 
relationship between architecture and fashion.  

With close comparative reference to a range of examples including: Studio Orta’s Refugee Wear project, 
Kosuke Tsomura’s Final Home, Hussein Chalayan Afterwords collection, Rick Owens architectural 2017 men’s 
collection, this paper will argue that within the concept of architectural wear and performance, fashion gains 
new meaning and the body can be re-performed in various forms so it can easily move and inhabit various 
areas. Fashion in contemporary culture can no longer be perceived as an image or a process. Instead, these 
two polarities wind together and form new body architecture.  

The main aim of this paper is to display how ‘architectural clothing’ creates new ways of recasting the body 
garment as well as the body itself. The body is not a spectator, but rather a medium through which we 
engage with the world and it exists in relation to the space it inhabits. The ways in which the body garment is 
assembled and then worn on the body expresses new bodily situations. The body is always ‘emplaced’ in a 
world that is constructed of objects and other subjects. This paper will also try to elaborate why 
contemporary fashion, after the 1990s changed its relation both to body and dress due to social, cultural and 
political change, especially in terms of refugee wear and clothing.  

Keywords: contemporary fashion, architecture, clothing, refugee wear, new body experience  

Biography:  Dr Katarina Nina Simončič is an Assistant Professor of Fashion History at the University of 
Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Croatia. Her teaching areas are fashion and design history. In the 
Department of Art History at Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb she attained a 
PhD with thesis: Fashion culture in Zagreb at the turn of 19th to the 20th. Her research strengths are in the 
relationships between genres including portrait painting, printmaking, photography and the fashion artifacts 
of the 16th to 20th centuries. She is the author of several publications related to the cultural history of fashion 
and the connection between fashion and tradition. She was an active participant in scientific and professional 
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conferences dedicated to History of fashion and design in Florence, Bucharest, Oxford, Dubrovnik, Ljubljana, 
Bihac, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Sydney.  

Contact address & phone number: Prilaz baruna Filipovića 28a, 10 000 Zagreb,  

Republic of Croatia, room B-326,  

+385 1 3712 564  

Email: katarina.nina.simoncic@ttf.hr  

Petra Krpan is an assistant at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Department for 
Fashion Design and Clothing Design, where she teaches Fashion and New Media, Performance and Fashion, 
Contemporary Fashion, Sociology of Fashion, Fashion Theory I and II. She completed her education at the 
Faculty of Textile Technology, University of Zagreb, BA Fashion Design and MA Fashion Theory, and at the 
University of London, London College of Fashion with an emphasis on Fashion Journalism and Fashion Media 
Business. She is about to complete her PhD programme (PhD thesis Contemporary Fashion as an Event: The 
New Media and Body Transformations) at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb in fashion 
theory and her academic research interests centre upon fashion and visual culture, the influence of media in 
fashion as well as fashion performance and film.   

Contact address & phone number: Prilaz baruna Filipovića 28a, 10 000 Zagreb,  

Republic of Croatia, room B-326,  

+385 1 3712 564  

Email: petra.krpan@ttf.hr  

Social media: Instagram @bartolomeozoomzoom 
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Damla Taymaz  

İzmir University of Economics. 

Costume as a part of a unified system  

The stage performances are complex systems which are constituted from many divergent codes. Each of 
them operate both at once as a distinct code among others and they operate as a part of the multiplex 
system for the sake of transmission of their messages. Costume, as a stage element of performing arts, bear 
significances and communicate with audiences by the signifying concepts. It is a mediator and a sign that 
posited between the work of art and the spectator. Also, costume which is one of the visual stage signs as 
part of the mise-en-scené, could be studied regarding to the semiotics. In connection to the general 
semiotics, costumes could be dissected into their minimal units, and they could be considered with their 
environments. By that, signs of costume code could be determined and their signification processes could be 
revealed. Every sign system whether a language, a social code or an artistic symbolisation needs to be 
studied in its characteristics. Concerning costumes idiosyncratic features, the method of costume semiotics is 
derived from the general semiotic studies. By the shaping of stage signs in the scope of general semiotics, 
costume semiotics is revealed as a part of the stage semiotics, or in other words, after positioning costume 
sign as a sub-element of the stage semiotics, the study advanced toward a method of semiotics. A structural 
costume study could be instructive for costume designers for the alteration of conveying messages to the 
audiences.  

Email: damlataymaz@ayvansaray.edu.tr  
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Liz Tregenza  

University of Brighton  

Starke dresses the stars: Jean Simmons’ Birthday Wardrobe  

On the 31st January 1950, British actress Jean Simmons turned 21. At the time Simmons was one of the most 
popular and successful British film stars, voted actress of the year in the Daily Mail National Film awards the 
same year. She had appeared in a number of major British films including Great Expectations (1946), Black 
Narcissus (1947) and Hamlet (1948)- for which she was nominated for an academy award. Simmons 21st 
Birthday was therefore viewed as international news. However, rather than choosing a birthday wardrobe 
from a haute couturier, as a film star of her status undeniably could have, Simmons chose garments designed 
by London ready-to-wear firm Frederick Starke.  

This paper investigates the garments chosen by Simmons and how these fitted with her projected girl-next-
door image. It also considers how the outfits selected were later used as Simmons’ costume in the Ealing 
Studios crime drama Cage of Gold (1950). The film credits Anthony Mendleson, Ealing Studios resident 
designer and wardrobe supervisor, for the costumes. However Starke designed the majority of the clothes 
worn by Simmons in the film. This is an intriguing example whereby Simmons garments are, at once, both her 
personal clothing and her costume. This paper also considers the position of Starke within the London ready-
to-wear industry, and the other ways he interacted with the screen and stage in London.  

Biography: Liz Tregenza is a Design Star funded PhD candidate at the University of Brighton. Her thesis is on 
Frederick Starke and British wholesale couture 1933-1966. She is also currently a lecturer at the University of 
Brighton and Middlesex University. Liz has a varied educational and professional background with a BA in 
fashion design (University of Leeds) and a MA in design history (Royal College of Art). She has also worked as 
a museum curator. Liz runs a vintage clothing business ‘Advantage in Vintage’ and has written two books on 
vintage.  

Email: liztregenza@hotmail.com  

Twitter: @liztregenza  

Instagram:  @liztregenza  
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Madaleine Trigg  

Independent scholar.  

Interfacing and ‘Intra-acting’: What materialises in the encounter of fabric and flesh?  

This presentation considers a series of improvisations, performances and installations with garments formed 
out of ephemeral and sculptural materials, to explore what materialises in encounters between fabric and 
flesh. Focused on my internationally exhibited solo Sutre, which features a garment that gradually 
disintegrates to expose the female body; I address issues of agency in the act of wearing by observing what 
emerges when a material is worn through. As this dress dissolves, it grafts itself onto the skin, blurring the 
boundaries between the surface of the fabric and body, creating uncertainties as to where this skin begins 
and ends. Pennina Barnett remarks that; ‘If cloth is surface, boundary, edge, where body meets world, then 
the stain is a reminder of the fragile liminality of that boundary, a site where meaning becomes, yet also 
dissolves.’ (2008: 213). This disintegrating dress echoes this dilemma-as the distinctions between the wearer 
and worn blurs, what becomes of the boundaries between fabric and skin, the slippery surfaces and 
superficial borders between object and subject? Can embodying these materials create encounters that 
develop and offer a more nuanced understanding of our physical relationship to fabric and flesh, agency and 
new materialist discourses? The interplay between practice and research in these material experiments 
concludes by drawing upon Karen Barad to re-consider material and human agency through a series of 
enactments, ‘intra-actions’, which encourages us to engage with our ‘responsibility to intervene in the world’s 
becoming, to contest and rework what matters and what is ecluded from mattering’(Barad: 826-827), through 
an engagement with/through the very material itself.  

Work cited: 
Barad, K. (2003) Posthumanist performativity: towards an understanding of how matter comes to matter. 
Signs: journal of women in culture and society. 28 (3) p.801-31 

Biography: Madaleine is a performance artist, photographer and lecturer on the B.A Performance Arts and 
M.A Scenography courses at The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. She has performed and 
exhibited at the ICA, BAC, RCA, Saatchi Gallery, the Roundhouse and the Place (London) and has toured her 
work to Belgium, Germany, Spain, Finland, Prague, Portugal and New Zealand.  
Madaleine’s solo, Sutre, features a dress which disintegrates throughout the performance and was 
transformed into a hologram. Sutre has been presented at the Prague Quaddrennial, Kinetica Art Fair and 
was longlisted for the 2013 Aesthetica Art Prize.  
More recently, Madaleine has published articles on her artistic practice for the special Critical Costume edition 
of Scene (2014) and the On the Maternal issue of Performance Research (2017).  

Email: madaleinetrigg@googlemail.com 
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Nilay Ulusoy  

Bahcesehir University, Istanbul/ 

It’s hard to do fashion in Istanbul “or not?”  

All major cities are characterized by a unique “atmosphere” that influences both its inhabitants and its 
visitors, and also shape the ideas and objects related to it. The identity of cities is a social construct and this 
symbolic, imaginary construct linked to a specific local production system. With its heritage of Roman, 
Byzantine and Ottoman history and its contemporary urban life, Istanbul can be recognised as one of the 
world’s cultural capitals. Turkey, on the other hand, is one of the world`s leading textile manufacturing 
countries where majority of products are made in and around Istanbul. Some initiatives aimed to boost 
Istanbul`s reputation in the fashion world include the “Turquality” branding scheme which commenced in 
early 2000s backed by the government as well as Mercedes Benz Istanbul Fashion Week which is held twice 
a year.  

Besides we are in a period when the consumer fashion simultaneously draws on discourses of exoticism, the 
primitive, orientalism and authenticity and the monopoly of Milan, Paris, New York and London in fashion 
started to break. Despite all these efforts, why isn`t Istanbul mentioned as an international fashion hub? In 
order to get recognized as an “author country”, we are aware of the importance of a strong international 
marketing accompanied by the fashion design process. We will study the designs of internationally renowned 
Istanbulite designers inspired by Istanbul together with the local manufacturing processes and their efforts to 
market their brands worldwide. This way, we aim to find new answers to the question “how Istanbul can adapt 
itself to the changing and developing dynamics of the fashion industry in the 21st Century to become a 
fashion city?”  

Biography: Nilay Ulusoy is an Associate Professor at Bahcesehir University, Istanbul. She graduated from 
Marmara University’s Communication Faculty in 1997. She finished Marmara University’s Communication 
Sciences Masters Program in 2000 and her doctoral studies in 2006. In the same year; she did research at 
National Center of Cinematography and the Moving Image (CNC) in Paris with a scholarship from the French 
Institute of Istanbul. She teaches courses on the history of cinema (M.A.level), film theory, visual culture and 
Turkish Cinema (Ph.D. level). Her fields of interest include language of fashion and Turkish Cinema history. 
She is the head of the Film and Tv Department in Bahcesehir University.  

Email: nilay.ulusoy@comm.bau.edu.tr  
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Silvia Vacirca  

Sapienza University, Rome. 

Dressing History: Piero Tosi and the Quest for Historical Accuracy 

Although period dramas these days are typically criticised if ‘historically inaccurate’, it is not so clear what the 
expression actually means, given that the very notion of 'historical accuracy' evolves with time. Costuming the 
past in cinema amounts to much more than merely capturing historical dress and styles in exacting detail. In 
showing the look of the past, films inevitably display our own relationship with it while, at the same time, the 
rethorics of 'period accuracy' brings forth the issue of authenticity in itself, obscuring the work of the 
costumes in relationship to drama, history, femininity, and issues of national identity. This paper will closely 
examine the work of the costume designer Piero Tosi in costume dramas, highlighting its fetishization of 
'historical accuracy' as emblematic of a certain attitude shared by the Italian costuming school. An attitude 
that can help us to shed light on certain peculiarities of Italian cultural identity and its ongoing struggle in 
coming to terms with national history.  
 
Biographical details: Silvia Vacirca teaches 'Forme e Linguaggi della Moda' at the University of Turin and 
'Clothes on Film' at Sapienza University in Rome. She has worked as a translator of academic essays from 
English to Italian and in 2012 she won the Limina Prize for the best Italian translation in film studies with the 
book  Storytelling. Forme del racconto tra cinema e televisione  by Kristin Thompson. She has published 
different essays on the relationship between fashion, costume and celebrity culture and writes for L'Officiel 
Italia and Hunter Fashion Magazine. Her current research focuses on representations of Italian fashion and 
femininity during World War II.  

Email: silvia.vacirca@gmail.com 
Social media: Twitter: @silviavacirca       
Instagram: @silviavacirca 
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Dr. Dagmar Venohr  

Europa-Universität Flensburg  

Faking means making: vestimentary tactics of self-empowerment.  

In order to fake something, I have to understand it. For a fake to be successful, I must know the form and 
content as well as the use of the thing to be faked. When will a forgery be successful? It won’t be successful 
until it is exposed as a forgery and it has become clear that it works, that is, that the fraud worked has 
successfully cheat-ed. The resulting joke is that of the trickster, the player and the impostor. A certain 
identity, the specific understanding of originality is stolen. But what happens if I use this stealing tactically for 
myself? Or if it is strategically exploited by those who are otherwise cheated? Who is the loser, who can only 
win? What is the price, why is this game so sexy? Can the rules of the game be set up differently? Could we 
reclaim the sardonic grin? Or would we rather want a mischievous, secret giggle without that dull sense of 
glee? Do we want to free ourselves or cause harm? Can this fight exist even without a loser? Who do we fight 
against?  
The German customs have destroyed 70,000 shoes (fight: brand piracy). Patent rights try to lay down 
intellectual, designed property (law: design protection). Labels fake themselves and bargain for attention 
(fashion: Deisel). Youtube explains the detection of counterfeits, and shows the do it yourself of counterfeits 
(Media: chan-nels/tutorials). It has always been possible to sew on three stripes in the GDR itself (culture: 
Trettmann). The seemingly genuine is becoming more and more genuine in the global mountain village 
(ideology: Shanzhai).  
Using these examples, the paper tries to condense, complicate and duplicate the questions raised above. 
Countless answers shall thereby be made possible, the one truth be avoided. Based on the fashion-
theoretical concept of fashion-agency (Venohr 2010), a fundamental cultural-critical discussion of the case 
examples will be presented as well as a personal artistic and a possible youth-pedagogical practice of 
productive counterfeiting.  

Dr. Dagmar Venohr · Europa-Universität Flensburg  
Institut für Ästhetisch-Kulturelle Bildung · Abteilung Textil + Mode  
Auf dem Campus 1 · D-24943 Flensburg · 0049 461 805 2463  
Email: dagmar.venohr@uni-flensburg.de  
www.dagmar-venohr.de 
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Jelena Vojković and Lorena Lipošek  

University of Zagreb, Croatia  

More human that human: a short fashion film / homage to Bladerunner.  

In the era of technology erruption and high voltage information stamina, humankind becomes more than 
questionable. As a perfect example, we took the 1982' film classic by Ridley Scott, Bladerunner and tried to 
expose it through issues of emotions, visual narrative storytelling, performativity and fashion. As the subject 
of the World coming to an end as we know it, we tried to pinpoint the obvious: alienation of Man through 
technological terror, hybridization of species and a new perspective of being and surviving.  
This conceptual project also has a theoretical layer through main bases of transhumanism, fashion and film 
theories, and overall pastiche of different performative elements. Developed and filmed throughout two 
months, in all female crew, it tends to have a tender view on femininity, caged identity and life in a new cyber 
reality of the subject presented.  
Every aspect of the film can be isolated and presented individually, though it seems that the best way to 
circle around the theme is to combine and mix the elements, in search of a final atmospheric visual package 
that is to provoke emotion and to re-question the possibilities of transformation in the upcoming New era of 
possibilities.  
More human than human is not only a bow-down to the great sci-fi artwork, through its photography and 
sensibility, but also a tender reminder of the connection of technology and nature, humans and androids, the 
spiritual and the realm.  
Running on the blade seems to be the ultimate way of moving forward.  

ART DIRECTION / Jelena Vojkovic / Lorena Liposek  
FASHION COLLECTION / Jelena Vojkovic  
COSTUME / Lorena Liposek  
MAKE UP & HAIR / Tatjana Tomsic  
DOP / Nives Miljesic, mag. art.  
EDIT / Dora Bodakos, mag. art.  
MUSIC / Jelena Vojkovic, des. text.  
PRODUCTION / ISSA, 2018.  

Biography: Jelena Vojković and Lorena Lipošek both study at Faculty of Textile Technology, Zagreb, Croatia, 
affiliation Fashon theory and culture. Lorena has several student fashion projects behind her, and is still in the 
process of her final education. Jelena worked in film and commercials (production manager), theatre projects 
(costume designer) and is currently a producer at Imago advertising agency.  

Email: Jelena Vojković / jelena@rrgr.hr  & Lorena Lipošek / lorena.unique3@gmail.com   
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Sofia Vranou  

Queen Mary University, London  

 ‘Pakis from Outer Space’: Leigh Bowery’s postmodernist representation of the Orient.  

London-based costume designer, nightclub extravaganza and subcultural icon Leigh Bowery deployed a daily 
practice of imaginative self-styling and creative design that allowed him to constantly blur the lines between 
fashion, performance and visual art. His extraordinary costuming reflects in a prolific manner his hybrid 
aesthetic and his ability to fuse a wide range of visual elements stemming from high fashion, art, mainstream 
culture and ‘underground’ practices that en masse render his bizarre presence highly enigmatic.  

Inspired by the aesthetics of the representations of Indian culture and noticeably deviating from the 
prevailing, at the time, subcultural trends of the New Romantics, Bowery’s allegedly first performative ‘look’, 
the ‘Pakis from Outer Space’, integrates an array of clashing symbols and motifs in a distinctively 
postmodernist fashion. At the same time, as a fetishization of Indian iconography, Bowery’s enactment of the 
‘Pakis from Outer Space’ provides a platform for deeper analysis in regards to the problems that 
postmodernist cultural appropriation poses for the politics of representation of the ‘exotic’ non-Western 
other. Drawing on the discourses of postmodernism and orientalism, this paper examines the visual codes of 
the ‘Pakis from Outer Space’ and unfolds the ways in which by constructing a distorted and eccentric image 
of an inclusive South Asian identity, Bowery slips in cultural stereotyping and ethnic generalization. Although 
his postmodernist ethos could potentially be read as creating a critical, yet politically precarious, dialectical 
space regarding orientalist clichés, it does not only fails, eventually, to deconstruct monolithic representations 
but, conversely, reinforces oriental banality.  

Biography: Sofia Vranou is a Phd candidate and teaching associate at Queen Mary University of London. She 
has a background in History of Art and Visual Cultures, and a strong interest in live art, queer aesthetics, 
performative costuming, subcultural histories and marginal identities. Her current research explores the live 
art of Leigh Bowery in relation to the ways it has influenced the broader spectrum of visual culture and the 
expanded field of performance studies. She is also a senior editor in CUNTemporary, a non-profit 
organisation based in London that works with individuals and groups that explore feminist and queer art 
practices and theories.  

Email: s.vranou@qmul.ac.uk  
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Tabitha Walsh 

Nottingham Trent University, UK. 

A woman’s eye: the female form within photography.  

This paper examines why so many women feel the need to aspire to a ‘perfect’ body type and how a desire to 
change this attitude has become important within contemporary culture. Analysis of the work of female 
photographers, including Annie Leibovitz and Lena Mirisola, demonstrates the different ways in which the 
female form can be represented within photography.  
Women have developed critical opinions of both themselves and other women as a result of the media 
landscape. This is arguably due to the concept of the ‘male gaze’, theorised by Laura Mulvey (1975) and 
explored by John Berger (1972), suggesting that the way women are viewed by men affects self-objectification 
and female judgement. This is just as relevant today as it was in the 70s, illustrated by the observation that 
‘despite higher global self-esteem, women do not feel good about their appearance. This disconnect can be 
attributed, at least in part, to concerns about body image’ (Jackson, 1992: 18).  
Additionally, it can be argued that within contemporary media, through photography, women have become 
more sexualised. This can be seen on social media sites such as Instagram as well as in highbrow magazines 
such as Vogue. Female photographers have the potential to change social and cultural expectations of how 
the female body is visualised, as well as helping explain what led to the female form becoming so heavily 
sexualised. The issue of female dignity and equality has led to movements such as #MeToo, indicating that 
something needs to change. 

Email: tabithagwalsh@gmail.com  
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Diana Weis  

University of Hamburg and the Akademie Mode Design (AMD), Berlin. 

Post-Internet Bodies: Reading the Female Avatar.  

The rise of digital culture since the beginning of the 21st Century, especially through social media platforms 
such as Instagram, has led to a reversing of the relationship between dress and the body. While traditionally 
women’s garments were constructed to mold the body into the desired form, it is now the body itself that 
follows fashion.  
The advancements of plastic surgery – from implants to injections – have relocated the constrictions and 
upholsterings of 19th Century women’s dress under the skin, feeding the idea that flesh is fluid and can be 
shaped at will.  
Exploring the concept of the avatar as a specific form of digital representation, this presentation takes a look 
at the entanglement between fashion and digital body image, virtuality and corporeality.  
From the shape-shifting qualities of the Kardashian family, to Melania Trump’s influence on plastic surgery 
trends and the distorted faces of Cindy Sherman’s Instagram account, techniques of self-styling are analyzed 
as narrative structures and placed into a socio-political context.  
As inequalities of power are performed and at once made transparent, the meaning of the female avatar can 
range from a vehicle of resistance to a contemporary version of Foucault’s “docile body”.  

Biography: Diana Weis, Ph.D., teaches Fashion Theory and Aesthetics at the University of Hamburg and the 
Akademie Mode Design (AMD) in Berlin. Her research focuses lie on beauty norms, body image and female 
beautification practices. She holds master degrees in Drama Studies, German Literature and Higher 
Education. She wrote her Ph.D. thesis about the aesthetic, cultural and social impacts of botox treatments. 

Email: diana.weis@gmail.com  
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Clare M. Wilkinson  

Washington State University, Vancouver  

Power dressing: the construction of a Hindi film superhero[ine]  

The superhero costume is necessarily transformative, shifting the person with merely human capabilities into 
a "superhuman." Female superheroes (superheroines?) are fewer in number than their male counterparts, 
and their costume transformations have played with a different set of discriminators. While the same 
encroachment upon the world of animals and nature appears, for example, the effect may be sexualized 
(Catwoman) relative to male superheroes. Physical effectiveness also depends upon a skew away from 
prototypically female dress towards male forms (memorably depicted in Wonder Woman) -- in keeping with 
the feminist objection that female clothing is often deliberately intended to restrict rather than enable 
energetic movement.  
A different solution to the female superhero costume appears in the Hindi-language film Kahaani, framed in 
terms of a Hindu mythology that is rife with death-dealing goddesses. Like other superhuman characters, the 
principal character's transcendence of human constraints becomes apparent at the moment of putting on a 
special costume. Unlike them, however, this female superhero reaches the apex of her powers at the 
moment she becomes supremely feminine – in short, she puts on a sari. The superhero costume "solution" in 
this film is, in comparison to the technologically and aesthetically striking costumes of most other 
superheroes, effortlessly “real,” and almost mundane. But a closer examination of the costume's trajectory 
and altered condition (new, rumpled, dirtied, clean) alongside the narrative reveals it to be complex. Choices 
and decisions by the filmmakers and the costume team to do with the garment itself, as well as its fabric, 
design, its origin, and its treatment, are critical to an effect that is simultaneously “real” and superhuman. As 
the outcome of skilled practice with materials, this “unexpected” superhero costume shares more with other, 
far more experimental superhero costumes than one might expect 

Clare Wilkinson 
Associate Professor, Anthropology 
Washington State University Vancouver 
Vancouver, WA 98686 
360 546 9574 
 
Email: cmweber@wsu.edu 
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Josette Wolthuis  

University of Warwick, UK.  

Serial costuming in British television crime drama  

Television costume is key to how viewers make sense of the characters and narrative in every shot, scene, 
episode and season of a series. Whilst costuming is still left largely unexplored in Television Studies, in the 
media and amongst viewers and critics there is a growing interest in the iconic costumes and fashions from 
period dramas, fantasy shows and fashion-centred programmes (see Warner 2014). The majority of television 
output, however, features people dressed in costumes that approximate everyday casual or professional 
dress as we know it. Because they look like ‘just clothes’, it often remains unnoticed how these outfits, too, 
were constructed for the screen and authored by a costume designer. My paper will expose the key role of 
this type of television costuming by offering a critical analysis of how serial costuming strategies in British 
crime drama construct a balance between adhering to social-realism and conveying the drama of narrative. 
This textual analysis will focus on two ITV programmes which are known for their social-realist style as well as 
dramatic value: the mystery drama Broadchurch (2013-2017) and the police serial Scott & Bailey (2013-2016), 
with reference to my interviews with costume designers Ray Holman (Broadchurch), Alexandra Caulfield and 
Rhona Russell (Scott & Bailey). Although the series visually prioritise plot and suspense over looks, my study 
of their costumes in relation to seriality will show how television deals with and reworks discourses such as 
gender in police dressing, and what it takes for costumes to look ordinary but convey dramatic meaning.  

Biography: Josette Wolthuis is currently completing her PhD in Film and Television Studies at the University 
of Warwick (UK), writing on costume and fashion in serial television from the UK and US. She has a 
background in Cultural Studies and Art and Visual Culture research from Radboud University Nijmegen (NL). 
Next to her PhD project and teaching at Warwick, she also teaches in Media Studies and Journalism at the 
University of Groningen (NL).  

Email: J.M.Wolthuis@warwick.ac.uk  

Social media: @josettewolthuis on Twitter  
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Marija Geiger Zeman, PhD & Zdenko Zeman, PhD  

Institute of Social Sciences Ivo Pilar, Zagreb,Croatia.  

You can’t keep chasing this impossible thing: (De)construction of the ageless beauty mythology 

and challenges of ageing in fashion modelling landscape.* 

Over the last few years, fame and celebrity issues have become more visible in social sciences and 
humanities, creating incredibly stimulating interdisciplinary field. Although it is a relatively new area of 
academic interest it seems that some important issues still remain invisible. The worlds of fashion, and 
particularly the world of fashion modelling industry, for decades has produced a special kind of celebrities – 
fashion models celebrities. The end of 1980s and the first half of 1990s were marked by glamorous reign of so 
called supermodels – ‘an elite and exclusive group’ -  some lucrative and extremely well paid, highly visible 
young (mainly white) women (Horton 2014). They were publicly perceived and represented as embodiment of 
‘a powerful, intense and indeed mythical vision’ of western ‘female beauty’(Horton 2014). These fashion 
heroines have stimulated debates about many important issues (for example, unreal standards of beauty, the 
cult of youth and slenderness and their extremely negative impact on girls and women, sexualisation and 
objectification of women, racism, ageism etc.). This huge interest for fashion and modelling industry, and 
these adored fashion icons from the 1990s still exist. Some of them, like Cindy Crawford, have suspended 
their ‘retirement status’ and revitalized their modelling and entrepreneurial careers. How Cindy Crawford 
creates an (official) narrative of becoming one of the most famous supermodels, how does she manage her 
youthful feminine look and how does she (publicly) describe her (own) ageing? This return of the 1990s 
supermodel opens up new questions and creates a platform in which fashion studies, age studies, celebrity 
studies, gender studies and sociology of the body are tightly intertwined. Modelling as profession and public 
supermodel persona are both permeated with ambivalent and contradictory meanings – on the one hand 
‘the beauty myth’ (Wolf 1991) is being differentiated and pluralized, but on the other hand youthful 
appearance and super-slender body still remain dominant standards in the context of fashion / modelling / 
media landscape.  

Biography:   Marija Geiger Zeman, PhD., is a senior research scientist at the Institute of Social Sciences Ivo 
Pilar in Zagreb. She works as an external lecturer at the University of Applied Sciences VERN. She graduated 
Sociology (BA, MA, PhD) at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb. She is 
interested in gender issues, aging, marginalized populations and qualitative methodology. In 2009 she 
received Annual Science Award by the Croatian Parliament in the field of social sciences.  

Zdenko Zeman, PhD., is a senior research scientist at the Institute of Social Sciences Ivo Pilar in Zagreb. He 
graduated Sociology (BA, PhD) and Philosophy (BA, MA) at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
University of Zagreb. From 1992 till 2001 he was the executive editor and a member of the Editorial Board of 
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the journal Social Research (Društvena istraživanja). He has developed interest in sociological theories of 
(post)modernization, aging issues and gender. His empirical work is based on qualitative methodology.  

Email: marija.geigerzeman@pilar.hr; Zdenko.Zeman@pilar.hr  

*Quote of Cindy Crawford in ‘Even Cindy Crawford Thinks Anti-Ageing Beauty Standards Are Ridiculous’, 
Marie Claire, 14 November 2016, https://www.marieclaire.co.za/hot-topics/even-cindy-crawford-thinks-anti-
ageing-beauty-standards-ridiculous. 
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Mirna Zeman 

Fernuniversität Hagen, Germany. 

Literary/medial fashions and hypes.  

In Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol’s famous satirical short story a collegiate assessor named Kovalev wakes up to 
discover that he has somehow lost the crucial part of his olfactory apparatus - the nose. A desperate search 
for his missing organ leads Kovalev to the city where he finds his nose walking the streets of St. Petersburg, 
dressed as a state councilor.  

At the time Gogol wrote his Petersburger Stories, Russian journals and literature were flooded with treatises 
on noses. Hence, an assumption can be made that the novel was written as a parody of the contemporary 
literary fad of “nosology”. Collective literary craze over noses emerged in the 1830s following Russian 
translation of Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and was making rounds in Russian Literature, enabling the 
nasal motive to once again go mobile on the paths of transnational intertextuality, crossing borders of 
different media-formats and contemporary spaces.  
Historical “nosology” is only one variant in the long series of literary and pop-cultural phenomena which 
literary history and journalism traditionally label “-ologys” (“Zombology”), “-isms” (“Sterne-ism”, “Ossian-ism”, 
“Vampir-ism”) or “-manias” (“Shakespeare-mania”, “Twilight-mania”) and to which contemporary cultural 
journalism and literary criticism commonly refer to as “hypes”. Diagnosis “hype” applied to massively 
consumed, popular, marketable literature has been filling literature and arts sections in journals and 
magazines in recent years and has mostly taken a form of value statement, criticizing hypes as a negative 
effect of the late capitalist economy. Despite the conjuncture of the term, we still miss a theory defining 
hypes in the field of literature, explaining how they emerge and what role they play in circulation of themes 
and motives around the globe and in dynamics of cultural/literary evolution.  
I define literary/popcultural hypes as largely non-predictable, short-term clusters/accumulations of similar 
literary content (including its cross-media translations and material spin-offs), having an impact on a reader 
and frequently facing practical “realizations” on the recipient’s side (e.g. in form of cults). My article proposes 
to think of literary hypes in analogy to (vestimentary) fashions. Literary hypes follow the law of (variant as well 
as invariant) repetition inherent to the mechanism of fashion. Both hypes and fashions can be identified on 
the basis of abundance of similar material, both are short-term, temporary phenomena depending on an 
ability of a model to reproduce large number of variants of its kind.  
Focusing on examples of literary and media fashion waves from the late 18th century till the present day, my 
paper offers a cyclical model of literary/media hypes/fashions. It employs the notions of cumulation, seriality 
and iteration in describing literary hypes/fashions, offers a treatise on the problem of relation between 
fashions and genres and poses the question whether changes in prevailing literary/media fashions move 
through a series of recurring cycles. The paper makes a plaidoyer for a fashionology of culture, concerned 
not only with narrative representation of dress and vestimentary fashions in literature and other media but 
with fashion mechanisms within the culture system itself.  
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Biography: Mirna Zeman, PhD, studied Contemporary Literature and German Language and Literature in 
Zagreb (Croatia). She obtained her doctoral degree in Comparative Literature from the  
Paderborn University, (Germany). Mirna Zeman is a spokeswoman of a research group “Fashions, Trends, 
Hypes in Literature, Media and Popular Culture” and was an Associate of the Research Training Group 
“Automatisms. Cultural Techniques of Complexity Reduction”, both at Paderborn University. Currently she is 
Assistant Professor at University in Hagen and works on her second book (“Habilitation”) on Literary and 
Media Fashions and Hypes. Her research interests include Stereotype Studies, Media and Culture Theory on 
Fashions, Travel Literature, Critical Studies of Nationalism and Nation Branding. She has published/co-edited 
4 books and numerous scientific papers on these topics.  

Email:  mirna.zeman@fernuni-hagen.de 
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